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P ersistent in th e R ight; F earless in Opposing W rong.
16.
the face and voioe of Mary Livingston,
a blonde beauty and only daughter of
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
one of the leading merchants of the
P a s s e n g e r t r a i n s le a v e G o lle g e y ille S ta tio n a s
city.
f o ll o w s :
And yet, love bad not come to either
FOR P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
heart, yet it is certain the pretty
M i l k ...............................
.6 .3 6 a . m .
A c c o m m o d a t i o n , .......................................
8 .0 2 a . m .
, blonde accepted the. attentions of the
M a r k e t ...............i
.
......................... 1 .1 0
h i.
young doctor willingly. Just a society
A c c o m o d a tio n ...................................................... 4 .1 6 p . m .
FO R A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NORTH AND WJSST*
flirtation so far, but one likely to be
Mail..........^A
T
.
; , . . 7. w a. m.
something more ; for Dr. Paxton
A c c o m o d a t i o n . . , ..................................
9 .0 2 a .come
m.
M a r k e t ................. ... . . . . . .8 .2 0 p . m *
was heir expectant'to a wealthy maiden
A c c o m m o d a t i o n ................ 1 .......................... , 6 . 4 f p . in .
aunt, and Mary Livingston had been
8 UND ATS— SOUTH.
M i l k ............................................f . . . . . ; . . . . . . .6 ,3 6 a . m *
well taught as to the necessity of
A c c o m o d a t i o n ................. . . . . . . . .6 .1 2 p . m .
securing
a “ handsome establishment.”
NORTH.
A c c o m m o d a t i o n ...........................................................7 .5 4 a . m . The sparkle of her blue eyes was the
Milk...
.A ............... ...... ^ . 7 .1 8 P» m<
magnet that hurried the doctor on bis
"rdund of professional Calls till he itood
PHILADELPHIA AND READING R. R.
at the door of the last patient, Miss
SHORT AND D IRECT ROUTE TO P H IL A D E L PH IA ,
i
Gordon.
N EW Y ORK , NEW. EN ÇLA N DJ TH E
In a darkened room, where poverty
SOUTH AND W EST.
had set her ugly seal, and where some
On and after Jo^e 26,1890,
of those heart-rending relics of better
TR A IN S LEAVE COLLEGEVILLE
(Via. Te-kiomen R. II., connecting at Perki- days lingered yet, the doctor was
omei Junc iod) as iollows :
ushered by an elderly woman, a gentle
F or P h ila d e lph ia —week days, 6.36, 8.02,
а. m., 1.10, 4.16, p. m. Sundays, 6.36, a. m., woman in the true sense of the word,
б.
12, p. m.
who bore the traces of sorrow on her.
F or New YQrK*~weeks dp'^, 6.36, 8.02, a.
sad
face and looked with pitiful anxiety
m ., i.10, 4.16, p. nii Sunday, 0.36; a. m.
F or P hoen xv ^l l e , P ottstow n and R ead  for bis directions.
in g —week d v?, 8.02, a. m ., 4.16, p. m. Sun
“ She seems much worse since last
days, 6.80, ". m.
Trains fov Bultimo e. Washington, the South evening,” she said;; the delirium con
and West, via. P. &. O. R.R.,leave G*iar<* Ave
nue Stat*on (P. & R. R. R.,) at 4.16, 8.01, 11.27, tinues, though she is so weak she can
a. m., 1 84,- 4.24, 5.48, 7.23, t>. m. Sundays, hardly speak.”
4.16, 8.01, 11.27, a. m^ 4,24, 5.48, 7.23, p. m.
The doctor approached the bed. A
A TLANTIC CITY D IV IS IO N .
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street Wharf and face thin, yet exquisitely delicate in
South Street Wharf,
every outline and feature, fever-flushed,
FO R A TLANTIC CITY.
with large black eyes unnaturally bril
Week days—Express, 8.00, 9.00, 10.45 a. m.,
(Saturdays only 1.30) 2.00, 3.00, (Saturdays liant, met bis gaze—a . face stricken
only 3.30,) 4,90, 5.00, 6.00 p. m. Accommoda
tion, 8.00 a. m., 4.15, 6.80 p. m. Sundays— by illness, wasted and worn, yet the
Express, 4.15, 7.00, 8:00,8.30, 9.00, 9 30 a. m. most beautiful, iu all its pain, bis eyes
Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
bad ever rested upon. While he felt
R E T U R N IN G , LEAVE A TLANTIC CITY
Depot, corner of Atlantic and Arkansas Ave the rapid pulse, bent low to listen to
nues :
the murmurs of the delirious fancy, a
Week days—Express, 7.00, 7.30, 8.00, 9.00,
10 00 a. m., 4.00, 5.30, 9.45 p. m Accommoda knock at the door summoned the
tion, 6.Q0, 8.10 a. m., and 4.30 p. m. Sundays— mother away. I t was impossible in
Express, 4.00,5 00,6.00,6.30,7 00,8.00,9.45p. m.
Accommodation, 7.30 a. in., and 5.05 p. in.
the deep stillness of the room, to avoid
C. G. HANCOCK,
hearing the conversation, between the
A. A. McLEOD,
Gen. Pas. Ag’t.
Pres, and Gen. Manager.
new-comer and Mrs. Gordon;
“Ydu have an answer to my note ?”
OTICE TO TAXPAYERS. — In pursuance
the
lady said, eagerly.
of an act of Assembly, approved March 17,
1869, and supplementaly acts thereto, the Trea
“
No,
ma’am ; Miss Livingston was
surer of Montgomery county, will mee the tax
payers of said county, at the following named dressing for callers, and couldn’t be
times and places, for the purpose of receiving
the State and County Taxes for the year 1890, bothered.”
assessed in their respective districts, viz :
“ She sent me some money, James—
Borough of Pottstown, 4th and 5th wards, at
the public hduse of Edward A. Kelley, Thurs just a dollar or two ?”
day, August 7, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Pottstown, 6tti and 7th wards, at
“ No, ma’am ; you must wait till nCxt
the public house of Nath. B. Fryer, Friday, Aumonth.”
gus 8, from 9 to 3.
Borough of Pottstown, 8th ward, at the pub
“ Did she read the note ?”
lic house of William J. Ritter, Saturday, Au
gust 9, from 8 to 11.
_ “ Yes, ma’am, I seen her read it while
Borough of Pottstown, 9th ward, at the pub
lic house of J. W. Guldin;' Saturday, August 9, the man was dressing her h a ir; and I
from 1 to 4.
told her, ma’am, how awful sick Hattie
Borough of Pottstown, West ward, at the
Shuler House, Monday, August 11, from 9 to 3, was, but she said I was impertinent and
Township of Lower Pofctsgrove, at the public
house of Kate V. R. Ganger, Tuesday, August might talk when I was asked. She is
12, from 8 to 12.
a proud one.”
.
j. ^7 j
A !__
Township of Upper Pottsgrove, at the public
“ Well, James you can do no more.”
house of Samuel Geiger, Tuesday, August 12,
from 1 to 4.
“ Rut ain’t I to go for the medicines
Taxes will be received at the County Trea
surer’s office from June 2 to September 15, from and the wine ?”
8% to 12 a. m., and from 1 to 3 p. m.
“No—there, never mind.”
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied by postage for* reply, and in fill
It was a whole trajedy to Harry
cases location of property must bA definitely
Paxton’s kind heart. Was the mother
given
Inquiries relative to taxes received after Sep seeking charity ? Or did the blonde
tember 10tl\ will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or beauty, who haunted all bis dreams
before the 15th day of September, 1890, will be
given into the bands o f T collector, when 5 per owe her rightful payment ? Either way
cent, will be added for collection, as per act of his idol was dimmed by the words of
Assembly.
the errand-boy.
ISAAC FEGELY, ’
Treasurer of Montgomery County,
Yet he felt instinctively that charity
County Treasurer’s Office, \
from
a stranger would not be accepted
Norristown, May 1, 1890. \
here. The face of the elder lady, through
all its sadness and gentleness, was
proud ; and every tone of the low voice
showed education and refinement.
No money, and the patient wanted
J anuary 1, 1880.
medicine
and stimulants. A- bright
D ea r H a r r y .-— I am laid up with a
broken leg, and must turn over my thought flashed over Harry Paxton’s
patients to your care. Enclosed And mind. “ Mrs. Gordon,” he said, turn
list with names, addresses, course of ing his eyes delicately from the tearful
treatment, etc.
G eorge HovEYi
face, “ your daughter needs a medicine
This was the note that Dr. Harry I do not like a druggist to prepare
Paxton stood perusing, with a down from a written prescription ; I will re
cast face and clouded brow, on New turn in an hour, and administer the
Year’s morning, not many years ago. first dose myself.”
Harry Paxton was twenty-six, hand
Whether she understood the delicate
some and talented, possessed a good kindngss or not, Mrs. Gordon’s grate
income, independent of his practice, ful eyes sufficiently thanked the young
was a favorite in society, and had a physician, who hurried away, soon re
long list of lady friends, upon whom turning with the medicine and wine.
he might call on New Year’s day. On More than two hours slipped away
the morning in question, Dr. Paxton while the doctor watched his patient,
had gone his professional rounds very studying the effect of his medicines,
early, and had returned home to make and finally being rewarded by seeing
a proper toilet for the usual round of her fall into a quiet slumber.
New Year’s calls, when the office boy
It was too late, when he reached
banded him the missive quoted above. home again, to make any calls; and as
“ Confound it all 1” he muttered. he sat by bis cheery grate, he dreamed,
“ Why couldn’t George wait until to not of Mary’s golden curls, but of the
morrow to break his leg ? And what pale sweet face of Miss Gordon.
It saddened him to think of a coffin
a list! Rheumatism, pneumonia—hem 1
hem 1 here is one that sounds interest lid biding it forever from the mother’s
ing. Miss Gordon, No. 89 Newton loving eyes, and yet he knew that she
street; lung fever. Dear me, what a was hovering very close to the borders
detailed description of treatment 1 Well of tbe future life.
His first call, the next day, was at
I suppose I must go, and cut down my
tbe house of his patiept, and by tbe
call to a few this evening.’’In every youthful heart, though the glad eyes o f . tbe mother he knew tbe
tender love that makes a life may not life-giving sleep bad been prolonged
yet have come, there is ever one face, and followed by consciousness. Very
one voice, upon which the fancy lingers, weak and very ill she was yet; but
as a little brighter, a little sweeter, there was hope now and Harry Paxton
than other faces or voices can ever be. wondered that this fact should so
To Harry Paxton, this memory was lighten his heart, when, but twenty-four
R A ILR O A D S.

N

THE UNPAID BILL.
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hours before, he had never even beard
of Miss Gordon.
But in his morning travels, a little
phaeton passed him, paused till he came
up, and Mary Livingston, leaning
forward, held out her hand to the
handsome doctor.
“ You don’t deserve to be spoken to,”
she said, “ for you should have followed
your bouquet yesterday-” ;
“ I was only too sorry I could not,”
was the reply. “ One of my friends
broke a bone, and-kindly turned over
his patients to mei”
“ Sickness is a horrid bore ; I am out
now hunting up a substitute for my
dressmaker, who sends me word she
has lung fever. I dare say it is only a
cold ; but in the meantime I must find
some one else. Shocking, isn’t it? Do
come end see us soon.” And, after a
few more parting words, Mary carried
her blue eyes from H arry’s vision.
“ I t was a debt, then ; she owed the
money she , refused to send the sick
girl. All the glamor faded at once
and forever from Harry Paxton’s heart.
It was impossible for a man whose
every action was controlled by honor
and Christianity to give even admira
tion to a woman for whom he felt no
respect, and Harry Paxton was con
scious of a feeling of bitter contempt for
Mary, as tbe Phaeton bore her out of
sight.
I t was with a new interest that he
found his way, toward evening, to
Hattie Gordon’s sick-room ; and when
her eyes met his, full of gratitude, and
in a whisper thanked him, be wondered
bow be had ever seen any beauty iu the
fair face of Mary Livingston.
But that young beauty did not pro
pose to lose her admirer so easily.
Old Miss Paxton, the doctor’s aunt,
had taken tbe blonde upon her list of
special favorites, and it was astonish
ing how often the gay beauty found an
excuse to visit her elderly friend; and
often Harry was there, ever courteous
and pleasant, but never again with
that air and voice that had once told
Mary her charms were winning their
way to the young doctor’s heart.
I t troubled him, too, that his aunt
had set her heart upon a match between
himself and Mary ; for be dearly loved
bis aunt, and was loth to cross any of
her wishes. So, not wishing to make
any violent rupture, Harry, one even
ing in early spring, said :
‘.‘Auntie, do you remember once
‘wishing you could replace your old
companion—Miss Beemis ?”
- “ Yes,—but I never can. And when
you are married, Harry, your wife shall
share our home.”
“ Yery true. Iu the meantime, auntie,
I have a patient who has been very ill
with lung-fever, and whose sole support
is her needle'.. She is not strong enough
yet to follow her trade of dressmaking,
and I was thinking, if you could find a
place for her and make her useful, it
would be a charity and might prove a
comfort to here also.”
“ Who is she, Harry ?”
“ Miss Hattie Gordon.”
“ Gordon ? What Gordon ?”
“ Her father’s name was James, and
I believe they were wealthy once.”
“James Gordon’s child ? Dressmak
ing?” cried Aunt Paxton. “ And Maria
—his wife I mean—is she dead ?”
“ No ; but. they are very, very poor.
Do you know her ?”
Know ber ? She was my dearest
friend for years, until she married and
went West. Then I lost sight of her.
Where are they ? I will call to-day.”
“ You are the best aunt in this
world !”
“ H um ! yes 1 It seems to me, you
are wonderfully interested, Doctor
Harry. Is Miss Hattie pretty ?”
“ Lovely—and so gentle and good.”
Then Harry told of his New Year’s
c a ll; of the permission to make social
visits, after professional ones were no
longer needed ; and how bis interest
deepened in tbe sweet girl.
“ She is very delicate yet,” he said,
“and nee'ds freedom from wearing
anxiety.”
“ She shall have it. And Harry, if
she is tbe refined sweet woman ber
mother was, I will speed the wooing.”
“ Two weeks later, Miss Mary Living
ston, being about to prepare an outfit
for her summer campaign, bethought
her of the forty dollars she owed Miss
Hattie Gordon, resolved to pay it, and
so pave the way for a new order. But
Miss Gordon was not at home. “ Gone
with her mother, to visit some friends,”
her landlady told Miss Livingston, who
re-entered her carriage in no amiable
frame of mind.
“ She bad such exquisite taste, and

fitted me to perfection, and worked for
a mere nothing,” thought that ill-used
young lady, as she drove in the direc
tion of Miss Paxton’s. “ I ’ll ask that
old maid who makes her dresses—
though I suppose they cost a small
fortune.”
Miss Paxton was at home, the ser
vant informed Mary—and she, being a
privileged visitor, went at once to the
sitting-room. At the door, she paused,"
seeing a lady seated near the window
and at Miss Paxton’s feet.
“ Ob, Miss Gordon I”; she, said. “I
have just been to your house to see if
you could make me some new dresses
and to pay you a trifle I owe you.”
“ Miss Gordon,” ‘observed Miss Pax
ton, dryly, “has given up dressmaking ;
but the trifle will be quite convenient
toward providing her trousseau. 'Y ou
are the first to hear of the engagement,
Mary ; but you may say, on my author
ity, that we are to bave a wedding in
tbe summer, when Hattie will become
the wife of my nephew Harry.”
Yery sweetly Miss Livingston made
her congratulatory speech and paid her
bill ;- but, in her carriage, the pretty
blonde shed spiteful fears under her
veil, muttering :
“ So that was the reason Harry
Paxton staid away from my New Year’s
reception and had behaved so oddly
ever since.”
L e tte r from Jim Snooks.
S w a m p H ollow , Aug. 1, 1890.
E ditor I ndependent :

Hello !
I am on deck once more. And Swamp
Hollow must be heard from.
Swamp Hollow,like some individuals,
doesn’t manufacture history very fast.
In some otber enterprises, however,
the Swamp is not slow. In the matter
of pork, calves, tall corn and big
potatoes this romantic quarter will play
second fiddle to no other section.
When it comes to big babies and fathers
who will wake up at night to hunt the
bottle and the paregoric and fall over
a haif-a-dozen chairs and never swear,
the Swamp is likewise entitled to some
consideration.
* * *
The other evening, after hauling in
the last load of hay for the summer of
1890,1 crossed the fields and inter
viewed my neighbor Jonathan Hustler.
When I called he bad finished his barn
work and was preparing to retire. He
changed the programme and kept me
awake and I kept him awake until 10
o’clock. After reviewing the -current
gossip of the neighborhood (who says
men never gossip) and exchanging
opinions as to the worth and general
fitness of Ubediah Roller who aspires
to be the liege lord of Jemimah Swandelberger, Jonathan tackled questions
of a wide range. He seemed to be ex
ceptionally happy in drawing conclu
sions from premises based upon facts
and assumptions. As a rule Jonathan
doesn’t “jump at conclusions,” but be
manages to get hold of them before
they give him the slip. The compara
tive value of a given number of con
clusions is not always easily determined.
I put this proposition to Jonathan and
he disposed of it by remarking : “ If
there is no real importance attached to
a conclusion, if it is neither a factor
for good or for evil, for individual bene
fit or injury, tbe conclusion soon dis
solves. I t won’t hold together long
enough for careful examination. Not
so with the positively good and the
positively bad conclusions. When in
opposition, and when and where are
they not, there is a struggle ; when the
good wins so much tbe better, when
tbe bad wins so much thé worse. Sup
pose I should review the varied inter
ests of the count-y, with as little preju
dice as possible, and seek to ascertain
what changes in governmental policy
would most inure to the welfare of tbe
whole people, would best meet the
urgent requirements of new conditions
ever arising in the onward march of
human progress—suppose I should do
this and arrive at the conclusion that
to be consietènt in discharging my
duty as revealed by the facts consider
ed, I must change my political creed
and vote with some of my neighbors
whose politics I had been taught was
wicked, very wicked ? Wbat then ?
Well, suppose further, that before elec
tion day one of my neighbors who still
clings to the dear old faith should
pounce upon, me to hold me fast to tbe
faith, true to the party that once ac
complished a .great work, loyal (?) to
my friends and the party zealots who
work for self, for glory, and for boodle,
and suppose still further that I should,

by reason of bis pleadings, finally
promise to march up to tbe polls and
vote just as in the days of yore ? Well
—do you appreciate the difference be
tween the conclusions ? The one, based
upon candid investigation, wherein my
reason and moral sense bad full and
earnest play ! The other resting upon
party faith and blind prejudice and in a
measure forced upon me by the per
suasive eloquence of my old political
brother! Now, Jim , I most earnestly
contend that the first conclusion is
right, and the second-conclusion wrong,
and yet the latter might prove to be
the stronger of the two. When a man
votes bis honest conclusions and con
victions, acting upon tbe result of aD
intelligent investigation of Lets, with
out regard to th.e inclinations prompted
by party creed, his conclusions are
right, so far as be is conee-ned, and
consequently he votes right. On the
other hand the individual who will
vote contrary to such conclusions as
he may consider right, with the hope
that his party may . after all reform
itself and change its policy upon the
grounds of statesmanship, thus secur
ing “tbe greatest good to tbe greatest
number,” has not the “courage of bis
convictions,” and consequently votes
wrong. He is not honest with himself,
and if he is a conscientious man he is
making a bad nest to lie in, uncom
fortable quarters wherein may lurk the
ghosts of good intentions ill at ease to
disturb his otherwise peaceful hours.”
* * *
I acknowledged tbe line of distinction
drawn to be about correct, and after
exacting a promise from Jonathan to
refer again to “conclusions”—political
or otherwise, or to expatiate upon any
subject be might choose, I bad him
good-night.
* * *
The boys of Swamp Hollqw .don’t
play base-ball on Sundays. They’d
rather “ whip bumble bees’ nests.”
* * *
Humanity is a queer as well as a
complex compound. Wbat seems to
be necessary to “save” one man for all
time doesn’t effect some Other -man to
any preceptible degree, and yet in all
that pertains to manhood good and
true, in all the practical affairs of life,
the “ one man” is not one whit better
than “ some other man.”
Yours, J im S nooks.
L a te n t H eat.
The phenomena, of- latent heat were
first investigated by Dr. Black, of
Edinburg, nearly 130 years ago. He
was first attracted to tbe subject by
noting that it was impossible to raise
the temperature of ice until it was all
melted. For instance, if a pound of
ice is put over a spirit lamp, a large
quantity of heat passes into tbe ice,
but the mixture of ice and water shows
no tendency to rise in temperature
until all the ice has disappeared. The
question then was wbat became of the
beat. I t was proved that tbe heat was
used to melt the ice, but where did it
all go to ? It had disappeared and was
¿unaccounted for.
Another experiment was tried in
which a pound weight of water at 100°
C. and a pound of water of 0° C. were
mixed, and tbe result was two pounds
of water at 50° C. In the mixture the
pound of boiling water gave up 50, re
ducing its temperature one-half, and tbe
coid water receiving it is raised to 50°.
But if inste d a pound of water at 100°
0. and a pound of ice at 0° be mixed
we have two pounds at the same tem
perature, but the mixture, when the ice
is melted, would show but about 10°
C. instead of 50?. Thus it would ap
pear that 80 units of heat bad disap
peared and were unaccounted for. The
experiment was then tried, from which
it was found that this 80 units of heat
reappeared when water was converted
back again to ice, and this heat was
manifested and given to the surround
ing bodies. Tbe question was : Where
does this heat go to and where does
it come from when it reappears ? Dr.
Black answered that heat was a kind
of matter, a subtile and elastic fluid,
and water bad a great capacity for
holding this fluid. Between tbe mole
cules of the water, it was said, there
are minute spaces into which the beat
finds its way, and there lies bidden as
long as the water remains in tbe liquid
state. In this condition the heat pro
duces no sensible effect on tbe ther
mometer; But no sooner does tbe
water begin to pass back into tbe solid
form of ice than this heat is forced
to come out from its lurking place and
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to make itself sensible once again.
This was the doctrine that prevailed
down to the close of tbe last century.
Tbe same action is seen in making
steam, for if heat be applied to water,
tbe temperature will rise until the boil
ing point is reached, and if the steam
formed is allowed to escape, the water
will show no higher temperature,
though heat is being constantly added.
This heat, it was said, was concealed
between the particles of the vapor, and
was squeezed out again when tbe vapor
was changed back to water. This is
what is known to-day as latent beat,
j ust as it was called by Dr. Black, and
the point for the engineer to remember
is that in making steam 966 of the
units of heat required to make a pound
of steam at atmospheric pressure dis
appear and have no effect on the ther
mometer : also that when tbe steam is
condensed, this heat reappears and is
sensibly felt, hence is not lost.
But although it has disappeared, the
modern theory of heat as a kind of mo
tion does not allow this idea that it is
hidden somewhere and can be found
by shaking. According to the modern
theory of heat, when we added heat to
a mass, we do not pour into it a certain
quantity of matter, but we impart to it
a certain amount of energy. This
energy goes to pull asunder the mole
cules of tbe ice against the molecular
action that tends to keep them locked
together in solid form. In overcoming
these forces the heat expands itself,
and ceases to exist as heat. Hence the
term latent heat is hardly applicable.
To make this theory clear, assume two
blocks of lead suspended by two strings
from one point. Under tbe influence
of gravity each tends to place itself
vertically below tbe point of suspension
and thus they cling together with a
cert-in small force. If we wish to pull
them asunder, we must overcome the
force that is pulling them together, and
in doing so expend a certain amount
of muscular energy. If we allow the
blocks to go, they will fall together
and acquire an energy of motion equal
to that expended in separating them.
In tbe transformation of ice to water,
and water to steam, this same process
is seen, for the particles cling together
and resist separation. Heat is the
agent by which we overcome this at
traction, and in doing so it expends its
energy until all the particles are sepa
rated and the block of ice becomes tbe
liquid water or the liquid water the
vapor steam. Tbe beat has disappear
ed as heat and has become energy.
Hence the term latent heat is not ap
plicable in a strict sense. I t is appli
cable to this extent, that as tbe par
ticles of water and steam are held apart
they possess a ceitain amount of
energy of motion which will cease when
the p .rticles come again in collision,
and be converted into the energy of
heat. I t was so with the two blocks
of lead on a large scale, and exactly
the same on an indefinitely smaller
scale in tbe conversion of water to
ice and steam to water. The energy of
motion of the steam is changed into
heat by condensation. Hence all the
heat that disappears to separate tbe
partibles of the water to make steam is
given up and becomes sensible when
fie steam is condensed and becomes
water. This beat disappearing and
appearing again is wbat is known as
latent beat, yet our engineer friends
will understand that when it has dis
appeared to make steam it is no longer
heat that can be shaken up and driven
out of its hiding place, but energy
which can be converted into heat again
by condensing tbe steam. I t is this
fact that makes steam such an efficient
vehicle of heat, because in condensing
it so much heat is produced in its
change of form. I t is put into the
boiler and carried in the steam as
energy, but all is given up again.
Therefore there is no loss.—Bos. Jour,
o f Commerce.
A D aughter W o rth H aving.
Two gentlemen, friends, who had been
parted for years, met in a crowded city
street. The one who lived in the city
was on bis way to meet a pressing busi
ness engagement. After a few express
ions of delight, he said :
“ Well, I ’m off. I ’m sorry, but it
can’t be helped. I will look for you
to-morrow at dinner. Remember, two
o’clock sharp. I want you to see my
wife and child.”
“ Only one child ?” asked the other.
“Only one,” came the answer, ten
derly “a daughter; but she’s a darl
ing.”
And then they parted, the stranger

in tbe city getting into a street car for
the park. After a block or two a group
of five girls entered the car : they all
evidently belonged to families of wealth;
they conversed well. Each carried a
very elaborately decorated lunch-bas
ket ; each was well-dressed. They, too,
were going to the park for a picnic.
They seemed happy and amiable until
the car again stopped, this time letting
in a pale faced girl of about eleven and
a sick boy of four. These children
were shabbily dressed, and on tbeir
faces were looks of distress. They,
too, were on their way to the park.
Tbe gentleman thought s o ; so did the
group of girls, for he heard one of them
say, with a look of disdain :
“ I suppose those ragamuffins are on
an excursion, to o l”
“ I shouldn’t want to leave home if I
had to look like th a t; would you ?”
This to another girl.
“No, indeed: But there is no account
ing for tastes. I think there onght to
be a special line of cars for the lower
classes.”
All this was spoken in a low tone,
but the gentleman beard it. Had the
child, too? He glanced at tbe pale
face, and saw tears. He was angry.
Ju st then the exclamation, “ Why, there
is Nettie i Wonder where she is go
ing?” caused him to look out upon the
corner, where a sweet faced young girl
stood beckoning to the car driver.
Wheir she entered the car she was
warmly greeted by the five and they
made room for her beside them. They
were profuse in exclamations and
questions.
“ Where are you going?” asked one.
“ O, what lovely flowers! Whom are
they for ?” said another.
“ I ’m on my way to Belle Clark’s.
She is sick you know, and the flowers
are for her.”
She answered both questions at once,
and then glancing toward the door of
the car, saw the pale girl looking wist
fully at her. She smiled at the child,
a tender look beaming from her beauti
ful eyes, and then, forgetting she wore
a handsome velvet skirt and costly
jacket, and that ber shapely hands were
covered with well-fitted gloves, she left
tbe seat and crossed over to the little
one. She laid her hand on tbe boy’s
thin cheeks as she asked of his sister:
“This little boy is sick, is he not ?
He is your biother, I am sure.”
“ Yes, m iss; be is siok. Freddie
never has been well. Yes, miss, be is
my brother. We’re going to the park
to see if it won’t make Freddie better.”
“ I am glad you are going,” the young
girl replied. “I think it will do him
good ; its lovely there with the spring
flowers all in bloom. But where is
your lunch ? You ought to have a
lunch after so long a ride.”
Over the little girl’s face came a
flush.
“ Yes, miss, we ought to for Freddie’s
sake ; but you see we didn’t have any
lunch to bring. Tim—he’s our brother
—he saved these pennies so as Freddie
could ride to the park and tack. I guess
Fredie’ll forget about being hungry
when he gets to the park.”
After riding a few blocks she left the
car, but she bad not left the little ones
comfortless. Half tbe boquet of violets
and hyacinths were clasped in the
sister’s hand, while the sick boy, with a
radiant face, held in his hand a package
from which he helped himself now and
then, saying to his sistir in a jubilant
whisper:
“ She said we could eat ’em all, when
we got to the park. What made her
so good a id sweet to us ?”
“I t ’s ’cause she’s beautiful, as well as
her clothes,” the gentleman heard her
whisper.
When the park was reached the five
girls hurried out. Then tbe gentleman
lifted tbe littlt boy in his arms and car
ried him out of the car across the road
into the park* the sister with a heart
full of gratitude following. He paid
for a nice ride for him in the goat car
riage ; he treated them to oyster soup
at tbe park restaurant.
At two o’clock sharp the next day
the two gentleman, as agreed, met
again. “This is my wife,” tbe host said
proudly, introducing a camly lady; “and
this,” as a young lady of fifteen entered,
“ is my daughter.”
“ Ah 1” said the guest, as he extended
his band in a cordial greeting, “this is
the dear girl whom I saw yesterday in
the street car. “ I don’t wonder you call
ber a darling. She is a darling and no
mistake. God bless her.
And then he told his friends what
he bad seen and beard in the horse
car.
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Thursday, August 7, 1890.
T he Williamsport Sun says :—“ There
have been no cyclones at Washington
this year, but some of the Congress
ional sojourners should get on their
boiler-iron suits for November. Politi
cal lightning will cut many a sorry
caper this fall.”

Of course Austin L. Taggart will be
re-nominated and re-elected to the
Pennsylvania Legislature from this
county, by Republican votes,and Demo
cratic votes, too. I t is a matter of
some surprise to us that the Republi
cans of the Seventh Congressional
district have not manifested a disposi
tion to unite upon him as their candi
date. If the Democrats could induce
him to accept the nomination he would
sweep the district like a whirlwind.
I t will be remembered to Mr. Taggart’s
everlasting credit that no political
trickster or lobbyist has ever been able
to control bis opinions or his votes.

more than a half century. The last
farmer elected to the office of Governor
in this State was Joseph Ritner and be
was chosen in 1835—55. years ago—
and there has not been a Secretary of
the Commonwealth selected from the
farmers for more than half' a century.
In fact, so far as politics goes, the
farmers of Pennsylvania have been
mere hewers of wood and drawers of
water for all parties, and all they have
received in return is the privilege of
paying more taxes and getting less re
turns than any other industry in the
country. The average farmer is slow
to take to revolutionary methods in
politics, business, industry or religion ;
but when he does wake up and pull
himself together, he’s the hardest sort
of a fellow to boss. And this year
seems to be one of the few occasions
when the farmer proposes to boss him
self and thereby boss politics generally.
—Phila. Times.

W ASHINGTON LETTER .

several memorials from them denounc
ing it have been presented to the
Senate.
Speaker Reed has appointed the fol
lowing special committee to investigate
the charges against Commissioner of
Pensions Raum : Representative Mor
rill, Sawyer, Smyser, Goodnight, and
Martin, of Indiana.

The Doctors are Puzzled.
AFTER DRIVING NAILS INTO HIS BRAIN A
MAN RECOVERS AND IS WELL.

By Cable.

E astbourne, August 3.— Thos. Wick
ers, a tradesman established here, has
just astonished the medical world.
Sometime ago he made a curious at
tempt at suicide by driving four long
nails into bis head with a hammer.
They penetrated into his brain to the
extent of three inches and were with
drawn with great difficulty. To the
amazement of the doctors Wickers has
completely recovered from bis selfinflicted injuries and is able to attend
to bis business as usual. The doc
tors pronounce the case as being un
paralleled in medical annals.

READABLE PARAGRAPHS.

JUST T U IE OF IT !

A young man has been seen for some
years on the streets of San Rafael, Col.
whose feminine appearance and soft
voice often caused remarks. He left a
few days ago to work on a ranch near
by and now word comes that he has
married and is living happily with her
husband. The reason of her adopting
masculine garments, she says, was be
cause she could more easily get money
to help her mother.

REMNANTS OF A SEASON !
We have gone through our stock, found here
and there two or three Suits of a kind,

There is a curious little strip of land
says the New York Stai* in Brooklyn
on which no assessment is levied, that
is not in the city maps and has no legal
owner. It lies at the bead of the Wallabout Canal and abuts on the wall of
the ^avy Yard Cemetery. The United
States Government cannot claim it, as
FOR SI9.50.
it was omitted in the maps made after
the United States acquired the Wall- (USUAL PRICE $55.00,) with all attachments.
Money refunded if not as represented.
about lands. An enterprising squatter
Direct from the manufacturers the
has erected a shanty on the 10 by 4
feet plot and has put on it a sign, Snag - Proof Cum B o o t!
“This is no man’s land.”

Old Pants and the like of that, which we
term Remnants of the Season.

A DEiOREST SEVING MACHINE

No better made ; every pair warranted to give
satisfaction. Full stock of

HERE WE ARE AGAIN M ’s Celebrate! H a iM e Stas.
Our ladies $1.68 buttoned kid shoe has no equal.
Fine kid infant shoes only 35c.

From our regular correspondent.

YOU CAN BE FITTED !
For we found a great many. The prices we
have marked them are one-fourth less
than they were from the start of
the season. Remember our

W a s h i n g t o n , D. C. Aug. i , 1890.—
A Long Fast.
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OOD
S: Another Blaine sensation was sprung
A llentown, August 3__Mrs. Adam
Remnants of Canton flannel, 3 to 15 yards,
only 10c. yd. Would cost you 12}*c if cut from
on an inoffensive public this week when Wuchter, of White Hall, who has fasted
piece. Calicoes of the best quality for quilting,
127
days,
was
unconscious
when
called
i
the statement was positively made that
6c. yd. Fast color ginghams, 4 yds. for 25c.
Cheviots, good, 4 yds. for 25c.- 4 yds. toweling
upon
this
evening
and
had
been
so
all
Speaker Reed, Mr. Harrison and other
for 25c. An elegant featherbed ticking, 15c. yd.
day. The very warm weather of the
All-wool bed blankets, very cheap, $2.95. Horse
prominent republicans bad entered into past week has visably affected the in
blankets from 75c. to $3.00. You should see our
a conspiracy to force Mr. Blaine out of valid and to-day she was exceedingly
88c. Cassimeres, half-wool. Quilting cotton, 10
to 15c. lb.
the public life. I t may be said on weak. The convulsions have been
HATS AND CAPS.—Latest styles gents’ stiff
working
inwardly
and
the
attendants
This is the Condition o f Affairs with, and soft hats for fall and winter. An elegant
T he Pottstown correspondent of a authority that Mr. Blaine will certainly
say that when she passes a day of this
Derby hat for $1.50. A good every-day wool hat
Philadelphia paper who would defeat not resign until the Behring Sea con kind the next is sure to follow with
us as regards
for 25c. Large assortment of neckwear, under
wear, &C. A big drive in 28 inch umbrella, 75c.
Messrs. Anders and Yeakle, as candid troversy with England is settled ; and convulsions more severe. Of course,
Zellersville
hand-knit jackets are here at $2.50
ates for re-election, because they have it may be stated further also on au it is a matter of speculation how much
and $3.00.
longer
she
can
last,
but
to
all
appear
not decided as yet either to purchase thority that Mr. Harrison was con
GROCERIES !
ances it will be but a short time.
the old Hanover street bridge or build siderably worried about this publica
Have the finest line of table syrup in the mar
ket. Extra No. 1 fat new mackerel-and mack
a new one at Pottstown, should secure tion fearing that Mr. Blaine might
erel In buckets, $1.80. Fine white fish, 6c. lb.
Almost Killed by Hailstones.
a chunk of ice and a big fan and try to believe it to be true. As to Speaker
Pure white wine vinegar, 25c. gal. New York
full cream cheese a specialty. Try a pound of
W tndom, Minn., August 4.— Cashier
keep cool during the dog days. This Reed ; he dislikes Mr. Blaine personally,
Liberia Coflee, 32c. Extra fine flavor Rio Coffee,
Smith and Yice President Collins,' of
but
he
is
too
shrewd
and
too
ambitious
25c. Eg“ Beautiful patterns of Oil Cloths at
county has never bad a better Com
the Cottonwood County Bank, of Win55, 65, 85 and 95c. yd., 2 yds. wide. Always on
& C ., & C ., (fee.
missioner than Samuel K. Anders, and to want a fight with him although it is dom, barely escaped with their own
hand fresh cement, calcined plaster, drugs, oils,
paints, &c.
’
his colleagues seem to be of pretty certain that he will move Heaven and and their wiyes’ lives in a hail storm at
Come see and wonder at the value we give in
earth
to
defeat
the
reciprocity
amend
STAPLE
AND
FANCY
GROCERIES.
W.
P.
FENTON,
Spirit
Lake
yesterday.
They
had
much the same material. The voters
21feb
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
of Montgomery are not in the habit of ment to the tariff bill in the House, driven from here in the morning and
You will but waste time in going elsewhere
were within ten rods of Crandall’s before
should
the
Senate
adopt
it,
as
now
seems
you
have
seen
our
stock
of
defeating such candidates. The Potts
Lodge when the storm struck them.
town bridge muddle, wouldn’t be mud probable.
The team was driven by the bail into a
The Senate began yesterday morning wire fence while the people were pelted
dled at all, if the owners of the old
structure, hadn’t evinced a disposition to meet at 10 o’clock. This means that with hailstones until they were black
-IN—
to get rich at the expense of the county, some of the Senators will thunder away and blue under their clothing and bad
You will find just about what you want.
FURNISHING
GOODS,
NOTIONS,
&c.
in tariff talk at empty chairs for two gr^at gashes in their heads. The gen
too quick.
tlemen were the most seriously hurt,
are showing as fine a line of goods kept
hours every morning.
and the aid of surgeons was necessary in We
a general store as anyone, and at the lowest
Talking
is
contagious.
The
republi
EVER OFFERED IN TRAPPE.
living prices.
to stitch up the gashes.
T h e last issue of the North Wales
You can see over 200 different styles and qualities for Suitings for Men and Boys, which will be
can
Senators
could
hold
in
no
longer
made up to please anyone. Fit guaranteed.
SATTEENS AND GINGHAMS, PRINTS AND
Record hurls “ fiery darts,” to the ex
OUR AIM—To keep the best.
LAWNS, FOR THE LADIES.
OUR
PRINCIPLE—Fair
dealing.
so
this
week
they
began
to
answer
the
Dress Goods, Muslins, Calicoes, Ginghams,
tent of almost two columns, against I.
Death of a Centenarian.
OUR AMBITION—To please every bne.
C hoice - G roceries - for - E v ery b o d y .
Cheviots, Table Linens, <fec. -Cassimeres,
P. Wanger’8 candidacy for Congress. tariff speeches recently made by the
OUR PRICE—The lowest.
Save 50 per cent, by buying Sewing Machines at Gotwals’ Store,
Cottonades, Gents7 Furnishing
The Record's editorial is one of the democrats. The earliest date yet set A WOMAN WHO WENT THROUGH THE CAM
Yours truly,
Providence Square. I sell the Favorite, the best in construction
Goods ! Hats, Caps, &c.
PAIGN OF 1812.
for
the
disposal
of
the
tariff
bill
is
the
and most easily operated. It runs very easy, and is adapted formost vehement arraignments of a per
and the
tailor work as well as for fine dresses. Guaranteed to give satisfaction.
first of September. Vice President
B altimore , August 3.— Mrs. Eliza
sonal and political nature in the history Morton stood it for a few days, but he
HARDWARE for the builder. A full line of the very best Mixed Paints, (a guarantee sold with
beth Sands, the last link that bound the
every gallon,) and in fact anything you want from a needle to not an anchor. Come all and ex
of Montgomery journalism, and if the has gone again and it is not thought present generation with the gallant
T R A P P E , ^_A._
amine our goods for yourselves.
Yours very truly,
blistering statements it contains are that he will return until it is 9ver with. band of heroes who defended Baltimore
For Men, Ladies and Children, of all kinds, to
untrue, in whole or in part, the writer There are lots of others who would like against Great Britain in 1812, died here
to he found in, any country store, and in quality
to
follow
his
example.
and price we take the lead, Men’s Brogans,
this
morning,
at
the
advanced
age
of
is certainly on a fair way to receive
$1.00. 8hoes for Ladies and Men from $1.25, up
The republicans areplayin “ possum” 101. The immediate cause of death
to $5.
free board and lodging for an indefin on the democrats about the Federal
was an attack of cholera morbus, but
ite period. If true, what then f Per Election bill; they grew tired of the the extremely warm weather hastened
Q u een sw are
haps Mr. Wanger has repented ; if so, clamor which the talk over the bill the end. Until two weeks ago her
was
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so
they
determined
to
appetite
was
wonderful,
while
her
activ
the Record is very unjust, for it is said
C rockeryw are
THIS SPRING, remember it is not necessary to go to the city or anywhere else to
that “there is more joy in heaven over keep it quiet until the time comes to ity and dexterity with the needle were
WANTED AT
pass it, and that it will be passed, in the subject of comment. Her voice
find the very
Earthenware,
Hardware,
Forks, Rakes,
one sinner that repenteth than over modified form, is now almost certain. was strong to the last and she never
Shovels, Spades, &c.
ninety-nine just persons who need no Four out of the six republican Senators used glasses, but her hearing was im
repentance.” If this be true, and if who were supposed to be opposed to paired. She spent her last days with
-----THE BEST----Wanger has repented, the Record ought the bill have intimated their willingness two of her great-grandchildren and was
You need for your best room or for the least used room in the house. Our new
to vote for the bill as amended by the sick only twice during her life. She
spring stock of
to feel very much ashamed of itself.
F R E S H G R O C E R IE S
committee.
was married twice and had been a
Truly the Senate is a long ways widow for over sixty years. While her
I N F U L L A SSO R T M E N T .
D uring) the last session of the Penn removed from the people. A bill pro first husband was sick with fever at
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viding
a
system
of
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telegraph
Is now on display, and in it is to be found a choice of patterns, qualities
Annapolis she nursed him, and when
sylvania Legislature, no new member
pounds for 25 cents ; good Corn, 3 cans for 25
and kinds of
has been favorably reported, while be died she remained with the army A number of Basque Makers, Skirt Makers cents.
No trash kept in stock.
of that distinguished body occupied a nothing is beard of that real boon to
during the entire campaign. She was
Tailoresses,
and
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more prominent place, nor commanded the people one cent letter postage.
at the battle of North Point, and her
more intelligent influence, than Colonel
If abuse could kill, Speaker Reed services as a nurse were valuable.
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..
Theo. W. Bean, of Norristown. When would not live five minutes. He has
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mind
that
no
other
public
ever he rose to address the House he
That will be sure to suit all tastes.
We are sure that the prices of
Short Grain and Fruit Crops.
building, or private bill which carries
received the undivided attention of his an appropriation shall pass the House
The
crops
this
year,
it
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plain,
are
colleagues, and bis observations always at this session and he refuses to “recog
to be deficient. The winter wheat
ALL THE YEAR AT GOOD WAGES
commanded admiration and respect. nize” members who wish to call up crop is short by from 50,000,000 to 60,FOR THE RIGHT KIND OF
Are the lowest that can be made for quality of the kinds we sell.
We ask your
In committee, be was likewise useful these bills. This is rough on the 060,000 bushels, but this only affects
Inspection of these
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members,
for
nothing
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the
the States between Ohio and Nebraska.
Having Laid in a Larger Stock o f
and influential. We say this much for
status of a member in his district as
the Colonel, because we can always af his ability to get appropriations for From Missouri westward along the
Shoes than Ever, and at the
same parallel there is a loss in the
Apply now to engage for Autumn at
ford to speak the truth, and because public buildings. The most of the corn crop, whose amount cannot now
confident that we can suit you.
We take measurements anywhere, sew and put
V e r y L o w est P rice s !
down the
just and deserved commendation is al republican members content themselves he stated, but which is not less than
ways right. Since the Republican with abusing Mr. Reed in private, and 100,000,000 bushels, and maybe two or
I INVITE YOU TO CALL AND EXAMINE
politicians have bowled the Colonel in letters to their constituents; but three times this. The hay crop has
MY LALDIES’, MI8SES’ AND
And guarantee our work in every respect.
Representative Struble, of Iowa, did it
out of the Congressional race, his in a speech on the floor of the House. been reduced in many quarters. On
CHILDREN'S
the Atlantic seaboard the fruit crop is
friends are determined that he shall He will not be likely to get good com almost a total failure. The apple crop
be re-nominated to the Legislature. mittee assignments in the next House is deficient in New York State, the
Will the wire pullers head the Colonel should he be re-elected thereto and Mr. grapes are rotting on the Hudson, and
2 2 9 H I G H S T .,
My Kid Shoes are hard to beat, both as to
Reed be again Speaker. The working
Leading Dealer in Dry Goods, Carpets, Trimmings and Books,
quality and price. Have them in Square Opera
off in this direction, too ? They had men’s organizations too are abusing the peach crop of Delaware and Mary
and Common Sense Toe. My Children’s Line is
land
is
this
year
almost
destroyed,
in
better not.
full and at prices which defy competition. Men’s,
Mr. Reed because he will not give the fact as well as in rumor. The fruit
POTTSTOWN, PA.
Boys’ and Youths’ Fine Shoes, a full assortment. 7 6 , 7 8 , 8 0 and 8 2 IVEain S t., N o rr isto w n , P a .
Labor committee a day.
crop of the country is so large and
Will not say much about them, as seeing is be
The republican Senators do not transportation so cheap that we doubt
I t will bè very interesting to observe
lieving. My Men’s and Boys’ everyday wear
line is complete. I have the largest stock of
how far Mr. Blaine’s reciprocity pro seem to have much fear of Mr. Harri if the of fruit in our large cities is
Freed Bros. Hand-made Shoes to be found in
son’s threat, recently made, of vetoing much advanced ; but these crop failures
these parts and at prices which can’t be undersold,
position, calculated to quicken the in the River and Harbor bill, if it passed
I do not keep poor work, but deal only in shoes
stand for heavy losses to the farmer
dustries of the county by enlarged with the Senate amendments, for they and
and put my whole attention to the business. If Save your Poultry by using Gulbert's Gray Horse and Cattle Powder— Blood
cannot fail to have their influences
you will call you can get suited, save money and
Gap Cure fo r Poultry. A sure
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vania.
PURE DELMATIAN INSECT POWDER.
ing needs of the hour, and that they
Mr. Harrison, before leaving for a
The National Farmers’ Alliance and
PURE WHITE HELLEBORE FOR INSECTS.
are based upon the broad grounds of weeks visit to his family, sent a special Industrial Union will establish head
P O L IT IC A L .
genuine statesmanship, is not ques message to Congress favoring the bill, quarters, at the American Farmers’
Slug Shot in 5 lb. Packages. : : : : Pure Paris Green.
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T p O R SENATOR,
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te ll Baugh’s is p u re—
Andrew Ervin, Huntingdon Valley, can
stubborn, and it is certain to be renewed bag containing $15,000 worth ot rail
it is ju s t th e color of n a tu r
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
$25
Phosphate.
al
raw
bone.” —Farmer,
Jos.
C.
Crawford,
Conshohocken,
¿’OR CLERK OF COURTS,
I t is surprising that the farmers are upon the floor of the House when it is road bonds out of a cab on Fifth ave
prices, circulars,
— AT R ETA IL B T —
called up.
H. 6. Kulp & Co.,
Pottstown, Samples,
nue,
and
before
nightfall
it
had
been
b
o
n
e
a
potash
a n a all inform ation fu r
beginning to think of political action ?
nished upon application.
compound.
Some of the labor organizations do found under the wheels of struck. The W . 3?. F E N T O I S T ,
Gristock & Vanderslice, Collegeville,
Abner H. Cehman,
BAUGH 4.SONS
They have been ignored by all parties not like the National bankrupt law bag was cut to pieces, but the bonds
Suppléé Bros. & Co.,
Rosemont,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
RAW
BONE
FRANCONIA
TOWNSHIP,
COMPANY,
Subject
to
Repubin the chief offices of Pennsylvania for recently passed by the House and were in good condition,
29my-ly
I. R. Rosenberger A Bro.,
Colmar. PHILADELPHIA.
licsn rules.
MEAL.
ITiy

Quality at the Top

Special Pantaloon Sale

Is still on. Prices are $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00
for Pants that are strictly all wool.

DRY GOODS
G R O C E R IE S ,

HARDW ARE

The Bargain Clothiers.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Shoes,

Hats

B eaver & S h ellen b erg er

B

REATEST

BARGAINS

Pottstown, Pa.

A T G O T W A G S’ S T O R E ,

PROVIDENCE
SQUARE,
Store Goods! IN THE LINE OF STAPLE DRY GOODS
Favorite M m M ine.

Largest Stock of Shoes

JOSEPH

G.

GOTWALS

Dress Makers

LEOPOLD’S.

CARPETS

F . B . R U SH O N G ,

Can Have Steady Work

CARPETS

CARPETS

CARPETS

CARPETS

F IN E SHOES.

CARPETS

I. H. B R E N D L IN G E R .

t COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE, a?

No more
of thisl

I

Sheriffed.
—Henry Keyser, residing near
Evansburg, is seriously ill. He is suf
Sheriff Rorer levied upon the real
fering from catarrh of the stomach.
and personal effects of H. H. Allebacb,
Thursday, August 7, 1890.
—One day last week, Mrs. E. Grubb, the well-known cattle dealer, one day
residing on School street, this place, last week. The Sheriff included in his
levy a car-load of fresh cows in Mr.
TERMS:—§1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE. sustained painful injuries about the Allebach’8 possession. As the cows
head by react, n of'a fall.
were shipped here-to be sold on com
—“ Charlie” hats, trimmed and un mission by Mr. Allebacb, the levy in
This paper has a larger circulation
trimmed, at Miss Lacbman’s Millinery, this particular was not considered
n this section o f the county than any Collegeville. All the styles. Prices ex valid, and the cows were sold at public
¡'.her paper published. As an adver ceedingly low.
sale Monday afternoon.
tising medium the “ Independent” ranks
—A young man named Frank Evans
among the most desirable papers, having died on Wednesday, last week, in
One Mishap after Another.
a large and steadily increasing circula Schuylkill township, Chester county,
Chauncey Reich, of Easton, some
tion in various localities throughout the from the effects of a kick from a horse time ago suffered a fracture of bis left
belonging to Henry Yeager. The acci arm, and by the time it had healed up
county.
dent occurred the previous day on the nicely he accidently shot himself
It is the aim o f the editor and pub old Christman farm.
through the band. He had just about
lisher to make the “Independent ” one o f
recovered from this latest mishap and
—According
to
the
reports
of
Dr.
the best local and general newspapers
Chase and Dr. Alice Bennett, submitted was at work at a shoe factory on Wed
in the county, or anywhere else, and to at the recent monthly meeting of the nesday of last week, when all the fingers
this end we invite correspondence from trustees of the Norristown Hospital for of the same hand were clipped off by
the Insane, there are in the institution one of the machines. Chauncey is no
every section.
at this time 917 males and 886 females, doubt wondering wbat next?
a total of 1803.
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks
Over the Bars.
—A communication from Jim Snooks
F ro m Abroad.
Tuesday
afternoon Rev. A. J. Barwill be found on the first page. The
rows’
bay
horse
was being unhitched
“conclusions”
of
Jonathan
seem
to
have
—Well,
from the family carriage at the Episco
made an impression upon him.
pal rectory, Evansburg. The blind—The scribe is of the opinion that a
—Should the Manayunk bridge be halter was removed before the harness
great many people will take
taken by Montgomery county and the was fully detached from the carriage,
—“A ride among the clouds I”
city of Philadelphia, and the Schuylkill and out of the yard over the front
bridge at Pottstown, at $40,000, the fence went the horse with the carriage
—Next Saturday, August 9.
entire cost of freeing bridges to this sailing after. The animal ran to D. M.
Casselberry’s place, where he was cap
—Of course you, and you, and all county will be $250,000.
tured. The carriage was partially
your folks, your aunts and uncles and
—“
Yes,”
said
the
minister,
“I
have
cousins, and perhaps your sweetheart, bade farewell to my congregation. I wrecked.
too, are going I
have determined to go and try convert
Death of James Ward.
—Don’t let your presence among the the heathen.”
“ Then surely, Mr. Wbanger,” said
James Ward, a former resident of
hosts be missed, and don’t miss a fine
the soprano, reproachfully, “you won’t Limerick Square, died at Royerford
opportunity to put in a big day
forget to visit your choir.”
Wednesday of last week, aged about
—At Reading, the capital of Berks,
65 years. He bad been failing in health
—Every column in a newspaper con for some time. Several years ago the
remember, and Mt. Penn—the eleva
tains from twelve to twenty thousand deceased was superintendent of the
tion sublime.
distinct pieces of metal, displacement
—Arrangements have been made to of auy of which causes a blunder or Perkiomen and Reading Turnpike.
take on passengers at Royersford., too. typographical error. And yet some Subsequently he removed to Royers
ford to perform the duties of watch
—With Collegeville,Trappe,Sch wenks- people lay claim to phenomenally bril man at the Bank. He was an upright
ville,Ironbridge and Royersford united, liant minds if they can discover an citizen and had many warm friends.
error in a newspaper.—E x.
what a gathering there will be 1
The funeral was held Saturday. In
—Old Gentleman. “That young terment at Limerick Square.
—See advertisement for particular
man who calls on you is rather slow at
and resolve to go along, and go !
speech, isn’t he, Clara ?”
Deserted his Family.
—The number of summer boarders
Clara. “ Why, not a bit. What
John H. Mauger, a well-known citizen
about town is increasing, and the visi makes you tbink so ?”
tors seem to be enjoying their vacatioti.'
Old Gentleman. “I noticed last night of Pottstown, left that place last Fri
that it took him about forty-five min day for parts unknown. A wife and
—The farmers will be interested in utes to say good night when he went eight children are left behind to battle
the new advertisement of the Roberts to the door to go.”—Boston Herald.
with the storms of life as best they can.
Machine Company on the fourth page.
Ma'uger is about 42 years old, and had
The Roberts thresher and cleaner is
been a Councilman for nine years. His
Religious.
ahead.
departure has occasioned much.8urprise
Episcopal services at St. Jam es’ and comment. Whilst he is somewhat
—Col. Theo. W. Bean and family, of
church,
Evansburg, one mile from Col involved financially it is thought that
Norristown, are summering at Glenlegeville,
every Sunday at 10^ a. m., this cannot be the cause. There is
wood. The Colonel, who was in town
and 3 p. m. Rev. A. J. Barrow, Rector. said to be a married woman in the
over Sunday, will return to-day.
case.

Providence Independent.

—Too much Sunday recreation and
amusement of certain kinds may occa
sion considerable adverse criticism,
and then somebody will have to deter
mine what is, and wbat is not, allow
able.
—In the solution of some problems
it is very difficult to draw the lines at
exactly the right places. This being
so, some problems are not easily solved.
—Bro. Robarts is a unique character.
We have maed this observation before,
but it will bear lebearsal.
—He can take a simultaneous view
of several sides of a question and then
swoop right down in the- centre and
raise Cain generally.
—But in solving the question as to
whether the Collegeville ice-machine
will make ice or not, between now and
Christmas, Brother Robarts will please
keep cool.
—If be disobeys orders there may be
enough ice about this town to freeze
even a Pbcenixville editor before the
editor’s man is elected Governor.

Charters Issued.
Charters have been issued from the
State Department to the Royersford
Machine Company, capital $40,000 ;
Spring City Bloom Works, capital
$16,000 ; and the Royersford Building
and Loan Association,capital $500,000.
Death of a Woman Weighing 425
Pounds.
Mrs. Daniel G. Bertolet died at her
residence in Friedensburg, Berks
county, Monday afternoon, aged about
79 years. She bad grown very stout
during the last ten years, and at the
time of ber death weighed 425 pounds.
Now Located in Ohio.
Rev. A. D. Wolfinger, known to a
number of our readers about town, is
now located at Tbornville, Ohio, where
he and his family are very comfortably
quartered. The Reverend Wolfinger
is a graduate of Ursinus and until re
cently bad charge of three Reformed
churches in Chester county.

—With all respect for Brother Ro
On a Visit East.
barts’ distinguished considerations in
Mr. Edwin Zimmerman, of Law
regard -to Collegeville artificial ice we rence, Kansas, is visiting relatives and
beg him to desist until the plant is in friends in Worcester township. He
operation.
will return to bis western home next
—Then we may put such further month. Mr. Z., is of the opinion that
considerations as he may indulge in on Kansas—at least the section in which
ice and keep them there in solid he resides— surpasses Pennsylvania
both as to fertility of soil and equable
chunks.
climate.
—Oh 1 yes, Brother Robarts, put it
down and remember it, the Collegeville
Last Rites.
Ice Manufacturing Company hasn’t
The
remains
of Daniel P. Smith, of
etherealized y e t: not a bit of it.
the Inquirer staff, Philadelphia, were
—While you are about it just say to brought to Evansburg Monday morn
your many readers that the ice plant, ing and interred in the Allen family
at this writing, is almost ready to go plot in the Episcopal cemetery. Rev.
into operation. Now don’t smile and A. J. Barrows pronounced the burial
emphasize “almost”—come over Satur rites of the church. The deceased
day evening and get a chunk to keep leaves a wife who is a niece of the late
you cool over Sunday.
Cbas. P. Shannon.
—Wiggins prophesies that the world
The Turf.
is not to come to an end for a billion of
years. There is some comfort in this,
Last Friday afternoon a number of
Schwenksville gentlemen visited the
ice or no ice 1
Collegeville Driving Park to test the
—There are times when a young man speed of their trotters and pacers, and
can make himself most interesting by arranged a special race. Two beats
keeping still.— New Orleans Picayune. were contested by Mr. Kase’s sorrel
—A six-year-old son of Mrs. Mary trotter, Mr. McNulty’s gray pacer and
Walsh was attacked by a dog at bis Mr. Walt’s bay mare. The sorrel won
home in Norristown on Sunday and re both heats. Time, 3:29 ; 3:09. The
ceived terrible wounds on his arms and gray pacer exhibited as much speed at
times as the sorrel, but did not work
breast.
as steadily. In the last beat Mr. Walt’s
—Charles M. Rambo, whose family bay mare came in well. Mr. Hendricks
resides at Norristown, but who has gave his bay mare a heat in 3:29. The
been employed in Wilmington, Del., as gentlemen from Schwenksville may
a collector, has been missing since last well take pride in their horses, for they
Thursday and there is said to be a are fine animals and show plenty of
room for improvement in the matter of
shortage in his accounts.
speed.
—A young child of Grant Evans, of
Proprietor Zimmerman thinks of
Limerick, died on Wednesday evening
of last week, after a 24 hours sickness making arrangements for a meeting at
the Park on Saturday, August 16. In
with cholera infantum.
case he determines to do so, further
—The date for boldiug the Republi particulars will be published next
can Congressional Convention of thi3 week. In the meantime it might be
district has been changed from Mon well for all interested to prepare to be
day, August 25, to Tuesday, August present with their flyers. An after
noon at the beautiful grounds, with a
26, at Lansdale.
good track and plenty of speed, would
—Last week mention was made of be an enjoyable afternoon.
the seriohs illness of the 4-year-old
Victor H., Theo. Hallman’s pacer,
child of Isaiah Gouldy, of Skippack.
The little sufferer has passed away. went a mile on the Pottstown track in
The funeral was held Thursday. In 2:44 last Saturday afternoon. We ex
terment at Episcopal cemetery, Evans pect to see him pace a mile in 2:35 or
better, this season.
burg,

Annual Picnic.
The Evangelical Sunday Schools of
Limerick, Schwenksville, and Trappe,
will hold their annual picnic on ‘T hurs
day, August 14, in the grove belonging
to Josiab Bechtel and Mrs. A. Brun
ner, about a mile northeast of Trappe.
A good band will discourse music.
Addresses will be made by Revs. J. M.
Longsdorf and J. H. Hendricks. The
gathering will no doubt be a large one.
We are directed to say that sutlers will
not be allowed on the grounds. The
refreshment stand will be under the
control of the schools named.

Philadelphia and Its Environs.
We cheerfully acknowledge the re
ceipt of a copy of a very useful as well
as attractive hand-book just issued by
tbe.J. B. Lippincott Company, bearing
the title, “ Philadelphia and Its Envir
ons : A Guide to the City and Sur
roundings.” The neatly printed and
liberally illustrated book is all its title
implies and contains much valuable
information in regard to the leading
business interests of the city as well as
to the many structures of architectural
beauty devoted to charitable and other
humane objects, A full review of the
book, doing the same justice, would re
quire a column. The book will be sent
by mail on receipt of twenty-five cents,
and it is worth much more than its cost.
Warring Against a Newspaper.
Last Thursday Sheriff Rorer served a
writ of replevin on Wilmer H. Johnson,
publisher of the North Wales Record.
It seems that a number of North
Wales gentlemen hold a claim of sev
eral hundred dollars against the power
press in the Record office, and to secure
its payment they have proceeded against
the whole establishment. Since the
Record is worth many thousands, it
will seem strange if Brother Johnson
does not pay the gentlemen off and
give them food for further reflection.
The Record has made rather pointed re
marks in recent issues concerning some
of the bigger guns of the town, and the
present proceedings are probably the
result of a desire to drive the editor
and his staff out of the place.
150th Anniversary.
We acknowledge the receipt of an
invitation to attend the 150th anni
versary of Boehm’s Reformed Church,
Blue Bell on Thursday, September 4.
The committee in charge of the ar
rangements consists of Rev. Cbas. E.
Webler, the pastor, Jones Detwilerand
Hiram C. Hoover. The church, so
called from its founder, Rev. John
Philip Boehm was organized somewhat
prior to the erection of the first-edifice.
The first church, a small building of
stone, was erected in 1740, the pastor
assisting in the work of construction.
It stood until 1818, when another build
ing 50 by 50 feet replaced it at a cost
of four thousand dollars. This was re
modeled to the present size in 1870,
and it has been recently renovated and
improved throughout. The congrega
tion numbers between two and three
hundred active members. Additional
land was purchased years ago, and the
graveyard now covers three acres ad
joining the church, with seven more
adjacent which can be used when nec
essary for that purpose. There is a lot
of free ground included open to all for

interment. The remains of the founder
rest beneath the walls of the building.
He died 1749. He was an extensive
land owner in Wbitpain and Skippack
and in Berks county.

by George Stephenson, in 1829 ; the T )U B L IC SALE OF
idea of the construction of a locomo
tive was given to the world by James
Watt in 1769, and patented by him in
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY, AUG.
1784.
8, 1890, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe, 20 head of

Harvest Home Festival.
Something new and novel in the line
of a Harvest Home Festival will be
held in St. James’ church and grove,
Evansburg, lasting day and night, on
Saturday, August 23. The following
program has been arranged : Morning :
Harvest Home Service in church and
singing by Sunday school at 10^, fol
lowed by a feast for the children, on
the grounds. Afternoon and evening :
Games and amusements and music by
Eagleville Band. Ice cream and re
freshments will be supplied in abund
ance. Every effort will be put forth to
make the day throughout one of much
entertainment and pleasure.

A man who has practiced medicine for 40
years, ought to know salt from sugar ; read
what he says :
T oledo , o ., Jan. 10,1887.
Messrs. F. J. Cheney & Co.—Gentlemen :—I
have been in the general practice of medicine for
most 40 years, and would say that in all my
practice and experience have never seen a prep
aration that 1 could prescribe with as much
confidence of success as I can Hall's Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by you. Have prescribed
it a great many times and its effect is wonder
ful, and would say in conclusion that I have yet
to find a case of Catarrh that it would not cure,
if they would take it according to directions.
Yours truly,
L. L. GORSUCH, M. D.,
Office, 215 Summit St.
We will give $100 for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured with Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Taken internally. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Toledo, O. ti§r*Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Security in the Sum of $210,000.
Captain Louis R. Walters of Pboenixville, whose bond was approved Satur
day, was obliged to furnish security in
the sum of $210,000, prior to entering
upon his duties as Assistant United
States Treasurer, at Philadelphia. The
names of bis securities are as follows :
Edward L. Hallman, of Montgomery ;
Isaac E. Miller, Ferdinand Vogel,
Enos L. Buckwalter, Henry I; Brownback, Thomas B. Dewees, Jacob Rickabough, Paul S. Reeves, Franklin March,
William P. Snyder, David Finkbiner,
Milton Latshaw, Samuel H. Egolf,
Robert G. Hughes, Smedley Darling
ton, Charles W. Roberts, David Martin,
and Charles A. Porter, of Chester
county.

F R E S H COWS l

Philadelphia Markets.
P h il a d e l p h ia , Aug. 2,1890.
FLO UR AND M EAL.

Minnesota clear,
- $4 10 to 4 50
Pennsylvania family
4 00 to 4 50
Patent and other high grades,
5 00 to 5 40
Rye flour, 8 25 to 3 30
Feed,
- $14 25 to $15 50 per ton.
G R A IN .

85 to 98
Wheat—red, Corn 50 to 53
Oats
- , - , - 88 to 43
P R O V ISIO N S.

Mess Pork, $12 00 to 14
7 50 to 9
Mess Beef, Beef Hams, 17 50 to 15
Smoked hams, per pound, 11 to
Shoulders,
to
Lard, - 5'Xto
Butter, |
16 to
Farmers’ Mass Meeting.
- 17 to
Eggs, - , -, The mass meeting to be held at Nor
• CA TTLE.
ristown by the Farmers’ Union on

Thursday, August 14, is likely to be a
very large gathering. The tillers of
the soil from every quarter of the
county are expected to be present and
the event may prove to be one of con
siderable political significance. Hon.
Mortimer Whitehead will be one of the
prominent speakers to address the
farmers who invite the attendance of
all in favor of equalizing taxes, giving
farmers a fair representation in the
Legislature, demanding a revision of
revenue laws, economy in public of
ficials and the enforcement of Art.
X V II, section 3, of the State Consti
tution.

Overcome by the Heat.
H EAT, FAST DRIV IN G , PUGILISTIC DEMON
STRATIONS, ETC.

Last Saturday Harry Kulp, hired
with Charles Hiltebeitel, near Upper
Providence Square, drove over to Skippack to attend a Sunday school picnic.
A male friend accompanied him. While
driving from the picnic grounds to the
village bis horse was overcome by the
beat and fell dead by the roadside.
While the carcass was being removed a
young man named Cassel happened
along and charged Kulp with fast driv
ing and said that was the cause of the
animal’s death. The lie was passed
and Kulp’s friend struck Cassel several
times with considerable force. The re
sult of the affair, we are informed, was
the arrest of Kulp for cruelty to ani
mals and the arrest of his friend for
assault and battery. The affair was
afterwards settled by the payment of
fines and costs, amounting to over $10.
We are told, that Kulp drove bis
horse to and from the woods frequently
during the day and always drove fast,
and that the weather being very warm
the animal could not stand the unrea
sonable and unjust ordeal.

50
00
00
12}*
8
7

25
19

J p U B L IC SALE OF

OHIO COWS.

Io w a H orses.

DUBLIC SALE OF

R E A L ESTATE.

A BIDE AMONG THE CLODDS !
fju lu itiim ìm r g iim

p R IV A T E SALE OF

R E A L ESTATE !

—TO—

Reaili and to u t P ei Gravity RE.
The Sunday Schools of St. Augustus Lutheran
Church, Trappe, St. Luke’s Reformed Church,
Trappe, Trinity Christian Church, College
ville, and the Ironbridge Union Sunday School
will unite in a grand excursion to Reading on

Saturday, August 9, 1890.
The Mineral Spring Park and the Gravity
Railroad have combined to make this one of the
most delightful resorts in Eastern Pennsylvania.
One fare includes the ride to Reading in a fast
excursion train, a ride over the Reading Street
Railroad to and from the Mineral Spring Park,
and a round trip ticket over the novel Mount
Penn Gravity R. R., a ride of unsurpassed beauty
over the new and wonderful Switchback.

►
«: The Germania Brass Band :«
OF READING, will furnish the music.

A Grand Mass Meeting
OF TH E

The undersigned offers at private sale his
FARM and MILL PROPERTY situated at Mingo
Station, on main line of the Philadelphia and
Reading R. R., 30 miles from Philadelphia and 1
mile from Royersford. The farm consists of 40
acres of land in a high state of cultivation, di
vided into convenient fields, with water in every
field ; there is an abundance of fruit trees of all
kinds in beating order on the premises. Im
provements on farm are a Stone Mansion, 26 by
A./--K 38, finely situated, containing 13 rooms
f f iH jll with water in kitchen, and a well of
■11 ilHLwater at the kitchen door ; Stone Barn
¿•¿4y^S40 by 60, slate roof, with stabling for 20
head of cattle ; carriage house, wagon house,
and all other necessary outbuildings. Mill
property consists of about 2 acres of ground,
with Stone Mill Building 35 by 45 ft., 3}* stories
high, with 3 run of stone, 2 choppers and one
flour stone and all other necessary machinery
for conducting the milling business. The power
is furnished by a 16-foot overshot water wheel,
which is sufficient for all seasons of the year.
There is a feed house attached to the mill with a
capacity for storing about 100 tons of feed ;
siding and coal chutes close to the mill. The
other improvements are a stone cottage 22 by 27
feet, slate roof, containing 7 rooms with water
in kitchen ; frame stable with stabling for six
head of cattle. This property is well adapted
for carrying on the milling, coal and feed busi
ness and is well worth the attention of pur
chasers, as it is finely situated in one of the
most progressive sections of Montgomery county
and is bound to grow in value, being only half a
mile from the borough line of Royersford,
which is one of the most thriving boroughs in
the State (the population of which has trebled
the last 10 years). Owing to impaired eyesight
and being advised by my physician to quit the
milling business, I will sell this property at a
sacrifice and on very easy terms. For any far
ther information call on or address,
H. R. THOMAS,
17jy
Royersford, Pa.

T p O R SALE 1

FARMERS UNION

Will be sold at private sale the popular and
very favorably located business stand, known as
the COLLEGEVILLE CARRIAGE WORKS, in
O f Montgomery, Bucks, Chester and cluding a large wheelwright shop, paint shop,
carriage wareroom and blacksmith shop, to
Delaware Counties,
gether with a substantial three-story dwelling
house and a frame stable and a lot of land. This
property is most prominently and desirably
located at the intersection of the Ridge and Ger
mantown turnpikes, near Perkiomen Bridge.
NORRISTOWN, ON
The carriage and blacksmith business has been
carried on at this point for years,' and a better
business stand of its kind does not exist between
Philadelphia and Reading. For farther particu
lars apply at
19ju.
THIS OFFICE.
HON. MORTIMER WHITEHEAD, of Wash
ington, D. C., will address the meeting in the
forenoon.
PROF. G. C. GROFF, of Bucknell University, J^OTICE TO TAXPAYERS !
Lewisburg, Pa., and others, will speak in the
The undersigned Collector will be at the
afternoon.
All in favor of equalization of taxation in the following named places to receive the School
State, in favor of securing to farmers a fair rep Tax for 1890 : At Port Providence, Thursday,
resentation in all Legislative and Execntive August 21, from 10 o’clock, a. m., till 5 o’clock,
bodies, of demanding of our Representatives a p. m.; August 22, at my residence ; August 23,
readjustment of our Revenue Laws, true econ at J. W. S. Gross’ Hotel, Collegeville, from 1
omy of all Public Officials, and of enforcing the o’clock till 6 p. m.; Thursday, August 28, at
3rd Section of the 17th Article of the Constitu Black Rock Hotel, from 10 o’clock, a. m., till 5
tion of our Commonwealth, are respectfully in p. m.; August 29, at my residence ; August 30,
vited to attend this meeting. By order ot the at J. B Smoyer’s Hotel, Trappe, from 1 till 6
p. m.; Every Thursday of each week until Janu
Farmers’ Union.
ary 1st, at my residence. All taxes paid before
HIRAM C. HOOVER, President.
the 1st of September will be allowed 5 per cent,
JOHN G. FETTEROLF, Vice President. discount. All taxes not paid before the 1st of
1891, will have 5 per cent, added.
A business meeting of the Farmers’ Union January, JAMES
R. WEIKEL, Collector,
will be held at the Rambo House, (same place)
Legislative Districts.
7au
Of Upper Providence.
on the same day at 9 o’clock, a. m.
By order of the Union.
It is claimed that the census returns
H. C. HOOVER, Pres’t.
will show, according to the figures al SIjy
S A T IS F A C T IO N .

ready given out, that the population
of Montgomery county will reach
122,000, an increase of about 27,000
since 1880. With this population it
will be necessary to divide the county
into Legislative districts, for, under
the Constitution of Pennsylvania,
“every county having over 100,000 in
habitants shall be divided into districts
of compact and contiguous territory,
each district to elect its proportion of
Representatives, but no district shall
elect more than four Representatives.”
The division of the county into Legis
lative districts is already engaging the
attention of political leaders, and there
promises to be quite a scramble be
tween the two parties for an advan
tageous division.
'

fill lie Held in tie Court House,

Thursday, Aug. 14, ’ 90.

Kind friends give attention and hear what we
have to say.
And we’ll tell you where to pass many a pleas
ant day.

Z I E B E R ’S P A R K ,
West Point, Pa.
H. H. ZIEBER,

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

This is the place of all summer resorts to visit.
The park has been renovated, remodeled and put
in first-class condition for the season. There will
be 130 swings, a table 250 feet long} under cover ;
also a number of see-saws ; likewise toilet
houses for ladies and gentlemen, and in case of
storm there is shelter for 2,000 persons. Also
one of the best photographers in the State al
ways on hand. The Park can be reached from
Ninth and Green streets, Philadelphia, to Nor
ristown ; thence by Stony Creek Railroad to
Richard Tevithick built the first West Point station, which is hut two squares
from the park. There is a line of coaches run
locomotive in 1804, but the first loco daring
the day from the station to the park.
motive after the modern idea was built
19jun8m

Notice is hereby given that an application
will be made to the Court of Common Pleas of
Montgomery county, Sept. 1st, 1890, at 10 a. m.,
by S. B. Latshaw, J. M. Lewie, O. H. Kehl, W.
F. Driehlebis, J. S. Pennypacker, and others,
under the Act of Assem.entitled“ An Act to pro
vide for the incorporation and regulation of cer
tain corporations approved April 29th, 1874, and
the supplements thereto, for the charter of an
intended corporation to be called Femwood
Cemetery Company, the character and object of
which is to provide a place of interment for the
dead and the making of all necessary arrange
ments and procuring of snch necessary things
as may belong to a well regulated cemetery,
and for these purposes to have, possess, and en
joy all the rights, benefits and privileges of said
Act of Assembly and supplements thereto. The
certificate for said charter is now on file in the
Prothonotary’s office of said county and was
filed July 7th, 1890.
jylO.
HALLMAN & PLACE, Solicitors.

Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
AUG. 11, 1890, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe,
one car load of extra heavy Ohio fresh cows
. and springers direct from the State of
'Ohio, where I have selected them myself
■for this market. This will be an extra
lot of fine cows, and it will be to the interest
of purchasers to attend this sale. Sale at 2 Q H A R TER NOTICE !
o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
J. S. FREDERICK, Agent.
Notice is hereby given that an application
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.
will be made to the Court of Common Pleas
of Montgomery county, Pa., on Monday, the
first day of September, at 10 o’clock, a. m.,
UBLIC SALE OF
by E. L. Hallman, R. Winter, A. S. G. Fink
biner, J. M. Lewin and E. E. Saylor, under the
Act of Assembly entitled “ An Act to provide
for the incorporation and regulation of certain
corporations approved April 29th, 1874, and th'e
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, supplements thereto, for the charter of an in
AUGUST 11, 1890, at Bean’s Hotel, Schwenks tended corporation to be called Royersford Luth
ville, Pa., one car load of Iowa horses, ranging eran Church, the character and object of which
in age from 3 to 6 years. The lot consists prin is the support of public worship according to the
cipally of workers and some
faith, doctrine, discipline and usages of the
fine drivers. These horses will
Lutheran Church, and for these purposes to have
be sold to the highest bidder
possession and enjoy all the rights, benefits and
without reserve, therefore if
privileges of said Act of Assembly and supple
you are in need of a good horse come to this sale. ments thereto. The certificate for said charter
H o r s e s i n E x c h a n g e . —Horses suitable for the
is now on file in the Prothonotary’s office of said
New York and Philadelphia markets will be county and was filed July 7th, A. D., 1890.
taken in exchange. The horses can be seen and jylO.
HALLMAN & PLACE, Solicitors.
handled three days prior to day of sale. Sale at
1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
J. H. FISHER,
J J U R E 1 FIR E 11—NOTICE 1
7au
Agent for A. Longaker.

Will be sold at public sale by the under
signed, on 8ATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6,1890,
on the premises, the following described real
estate, situate in Lower Providence township,
$25 00 to $40 00 A ..
Milch Cows,
on the Ridge Turnpike, near the BapBeef Cattle, extra, per pound, - 5 to
5%
I tist church, consisting of 6 acres and
“
good,
“ <
4% to
,123 perches of land, together with im“
common “
- 4 to
Iprovements as follows : A commodious,
3% to
6
Calves, comfortable and well arranged Stone House,
Sheep,
- 3% to
8 * having 14 rooms in good order and repair, high
to
Lambs, .
ceilings, convenient halls, porches, &c. A
Hogs,
5% to
6% Frame Barn, with good stabling ; . Carriage
House, and all necessary outbuildings. This
HAY.
desirable property also contains a large number
fruit trees of different varieties in prime of
Average prices for the week ending Aug. 2, of
bearing. An abundance of excellent water un
1890:
der cover at the house. This property well de
Prime Timothy,
$ 60 to 65 ^ 100 lbs. serves the early attention of anyone wishing to
purchase a finely located home. No place in the
Mixed, 50 to 60
44
county commands a finer landscape view. Any
Straw,
- 85 to 95
“
one wishing to view the premises and gain addi
tional information before the day of sale will
please call on the owner, residing near Fairview. Also at the same time and place will be
sold about six tons of hay and a lot of Btraw.
Sale to commence at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
ANDREW J. SAYLOR.
Ö R A N ID —
S. R. Shape, auctioneer.
7au

The tickets for the entire trip have been
placed at the low price of $1.35. Children un
der 12 years of age, 75 cents.
Special train will leave as follows : Schwenks
ville, 7.30 a. m.; Grater’s Ford, 7.36; Rahn’s,
7.42 ; Collegeville. 7.50 ; Yerkes, 7.55 ; Areola,
From Limerick.
7.59; Oaks, 8.04 ; Perkiomen Junction, 8.10,
arriving at Reading at 9.10. Returning, leave
Miss Jennie Daub, who is living in Reading
at 5.30 p. m.
West Philadelphia, is spending a two
Come with us and spend a day in healthful
weeks’ vacation at her mother’s resi and invigorating recreation.
dence.
31jy
GENERAL COMMITTEE.

Mrs. Johnson, who was on the sick
list whilst visiting in Limerick, re
turned to her home at Parkerford,
Chester county, on last Saturday.
Martin Godsball of Ironbridge, and
William Yerk of Trappe, were over
come by the beat whilst working at the
new school house last Friday.
The oats crop being a short one,
some farmers made short work of it by
threshing it right out of the field.
A horse belonging to W. S. Geliar,
of Royersford, and driven by Irvin
Johnson, son of Henry J. Johnson, of
near Limerick Centre, suddenly be
came unmanageable last Saturday
evening, and ran down Main street at a
furious rate, throwing the young man
out of the wagon. He was carried
into Dr. Morey’s drug store, when it
was ascertained that one of his legs
were broken. The horse ended his
mad career by running against a tele
graph pole at the depot and breaking
bis neck. The horse formerly belonged
to Mr. Abel Hilborn and was distin
guished for being high-headed and not
very safe. This is the second terrible
accident that has happened in Royers
ford within a short time.

¿fresh cows and springers from Leba
non and Lancaster counties. This is
excellent stock, selected with care. Sale to
commence at 2 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
SILAS W. FISHER, A g e n t .
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. C. U. Bean, clerk.

QH A RTER NOTICE !

I F YOU A R E NOT sa tisfie d w ith th e
fe rtiliz e rs y o u h a v e b een u sin g ,
h e re a fte r a p p ly B a u g h ’s B one
a n d P o ta s h C o m p o u n d .
I F YOU DO NOT b eliev e in c o m m e rc ia l
fertilizers, te s t B a u g h ’s A n im a l
B one 825 P h o s p h a te a n d ca re 
fu lly n o te resu lts.
I F YOU W A N T s tr ic tly p u re bone,
o rd er B a u g h ’s R a w B one M eal.
I F YOU W A N T a h ig h p ric e d a rtic le
w ith a n a ly s is to su it, b u y B a u g h ’s
N ew P ro cess 10 p e r cen t. G uano.
I t is ric h e r th a n P e ru v ia n .
I F YOU W A N T d o u b ly g ro u n d a n d
b o lted L a n d P la s te r, p u re a n d
fresh, g e t B a u g h ’s G en u in e N o v a
ftAAtlQ Pldfif A1*
I F YOU W A N T A g ric u ltu ra l C h em icals
se n d to B a u g h ’s fo r N itr a te of
Soda, M u ria te o f P o ta sh , H ig h
G rad e S u lp h a te o f P o tash ,K aim t,
S u lp h a te of A m m o n ia , S alt, etc.
A lso A cid u lated S. C. P h o sp h a te
R ock, A. A. N itro g e n , a n d o th e r
first-class a rtic le s w h ic h w e
m a n u fa c tu re a n d Im p o rt.
A S K F O R O U R p a m p h le t, p rice-list
a n d a ll in fo rm a tio n h e lp fu l to
y o u in d ecid in g w h ere to place
y o u r o rd e r so a s to se cu re u n 
q u e stio n a b le goods a t low p rices
fro m a resp o n sib le house.
A ddress, B A U G H & SONS COM PANY,
20 S. D elaw are Ave., P h ilad e lp h ia , P a.

W orks:—Foot o f Morris to Moore Sis.. Del, .River.

O rig in al M frs, of R aw B one pho sp h ate*

B
A
U
G
H

The members of the Mutual Fire Insurance
Company of Montgomery County are hereby dotified that a contribution was levied June 13,
1890, of One Dollar on each One Thousand Dol
lars of Ordinary Risks and the Rates fixed on
Hazardous Risks, for which each member of
said Company is insured, and that M. McGlathery, Treasurer of said Company, will at
tend at his office, No. 506 Swede street, in the
Borough of Norristown, to receive said assess
ments, from date.
Extract of Charter, Section 6.—“ Any member
failing to pay his or her Assessment of Tax with
in 40 days after the above publication shall for
feit and pay for such neglect donble such rates.”
ESP*The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax
will date from July 1,1890.
Persons sending money by mail mast accom
pany the same with postage in order to receive
a receipt therefor.
M. McGLATHERY, Treasurer.
June 23,1890.
26jun.
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gS T A T E NOTICE 1
Estate of Joel Fink, late of Upper Provi
dence, Montgomery county, deceased. Letters
of administration with will annexed on the
above estate having been granted the under
signed, all persons indebted to said estate are
requested to make immediate payment, and
those having' legal claimB, to present the same
without delay to
JOSEPH FITZWATER,
81jy
Port Providence.

USTATE NOTICE 1
Estate of Abraham S. Moyer, late of Perki
omen township, Montgomery county, deceased.
Letters of administration on the above estate
having been granted the undersigned, all per
sons indebted to said estate are requested to
make immediate payment, and those having
legal claims, to present the same without delay
to
NATHANIEL S. MOYER, Administrator,
Trappe, Pa.
Or his attorney, J. A. Strasshurger,
24jy6t
Norristown, Pa.

FSTA TE NOTICE !
Estate of Kate K. Hoot, late of Perkiomen
township, Montgomery county, deceased. Let
ters of administration on the above estate hav
ing been granted the undersigned, all persons
indebted to said estate are requested to make
immediate payment, and those having legal
claims, to present the same without delay to
HENRY G. HOOT, Ironbridge, Pa.
Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norristown, Pa.
17jy6t

THE COLLEGEVILLE |

C arriageW orks !
A New Man at the Old Place.
Having taken possession of the Wheelwright
Department of the above Works, I would ask
respectfully the old patrons to remain and in
vite new ones to give me their patronage.

All Kinds o f Carriages and Spring
Wagons Built to Order.
-EEPAIRINQOF ALL K IN D S PROM PTLY AND MECHANICALLY
EX ECU TED, AT P R IC E S TO SUIT TH E TIM ES.

Nothing but first-class material used. Satis
faction guaranteed. Give me a trial before go
ing elsewhere.
Very truly yours,
17a p-

R. H. GRATER.
D. VALENTINE,

Carriage Painter,
Collegeville,

-

«

Penna.

P A IN T IN G ROOMS AT T H E COLLEGEVILLE
CARRIAGE WORKS.

EsP” Every description of Carriage Painting
executed in the best manner. First-class work
guaranteed. Also LETTERING done at short
notice.
24ap3m

^ O T IC E TO TRESPASSERS !
All persons, blackberry pickers as well as
sportsmen, are forbidden to trespass upon the
premises of the undersigned in Lower Provi
dence township. All offenders will be dealt
with according to law.
HORACE A8HENFELTER,
17jy2m
T. J. DAVIS.

J p O R SALE 1

9

s
R
A
W
B
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N
E

Three shares of Perkiomen and Snmneytown Turnpike Stock. For further particulars
apply at
7au.
THIS OFFICE.

p O R SALE !
A bay horse, 7 years old, 16 hands high ; a
first-class worker, fearless of steam and perfectiy
safe ; sound in every particular. Apply to
ANDREW GOTTSCHALL,
29ma
Collegeville, Pa.

ANTED 1
Horses to pasture. Good grass and w a*r
and shade. S>1.00 per week. Apply to
I9jnnlm
THOMAS WILSON, Trfppe, Pa.

- B A R G A IN S -

J. W. ROYER, M. D \

ALL THE TIME, IN

Practising

HARNESS!

M. PEARSON,

Physician,

Auctioneer,

Department of Agriculture. G ET T H E BEST IN T H E W ORLD ! !

ENTERPRISE

IA U B L E W O U K S
FEEDING FOR BUTTER.
One by one the scientific authorities
R0ÏEHSF0RD, Hont. Co., Fa.
BRUSHES
are
helping to put a quietus on the
SOAPS,
OILS,
misleading and injurious statement
M Y. W EBER, M. D.,
PD WARD DAVID,
AXLE
I would announce to my friends and the public,
that
the proportion in milk cannot be
GREASE,
that I am now prepared to furnish
WHIPS,
increased by feeding. I t is strange
Practising Physician,
COMBS,
PAINTER and PAPSRmHANCBR, that such a heresy should have ob
Blankets,
EVANSBTJRG , PA
Robes,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
tained currency among those to whom
Lap-Covers Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
Fly-Nets,
dairymen look for instruction. The
S am p les o f P a p er
Monum ents and Tombstones , of Italian or
WITH
PATENT
SPEED
REGULATOR,
American Marble or Granite, in the
writer, led by long experience to differ
Always on hand.
All the Best Graces of Working and Driving g A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
finest and latest designs.
-AND THEfrom the prevalent belief, has singly
COLLARS, at
fought the error and has sustained the
G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
D A V ID BROS.,
opposition to it alone for some years
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
past. And now the professors are
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ble Work, for the bases of
Call and examine our stock and ascertain
Plumbers,
Cas
and
Steam
Fitters.
coming to the rescue, one by one, and
6 to 8p.m
prices before going out of your latitude to make Office Hours :—Until 9 a. m. :
The only Thresher that will handle LONG RYE or DAMP GRAIN and do It satisfactorily ; BUILDINGS, ST E P S, SIL L S, ETC., ETC
your purchases. I-vf" Repairing attended to 25augtf
already a powerful influence for the and the only Machine that has a rotary straw bottom ; never choaks or clogs the cylinder.
O ffic es . t 1224 N. 10th St.
promptly. The best material used.
(
2810 Germantown Avenue,
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
good of dairymen is exerted to encour
put up In a workmanlike manner. Any design
Country work a specialty.
P h il a d e l p h ia .
Q B. HORNING, M. D„
ESfHeadlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.
G
u
aran
teed
and
S
old
on
E
a
s
y
T
erm
s.
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
age them to feed skillfully for increas
Estimates furnished.
28mr
Work can he seen at the yard, or the different
SEN D FOR CATALOGUE. ¿ F I
ing the fat solids in the milk. First,
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
Practicing Physician,
turned out at the E n t e b p r is e W orks . Cali and
J o h n G. D e t w i l e r .
0 B. W ISMER,
the Wisconsin Experiment Station, in
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
- M A N U F A C T U R E D BYEVANSBURG, PA.
a bulletin, declared that by suitable
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
*
“Low pricee and fair dealings,”
feeding the proportion of butter fats in
Telephone in office. Office Hours until 9 a. m.
Practical Slater I
RESPECTFULLY,
milk may be increased ; then Professor
Collegevilie, Pa. Always on hand roofing
j
01D. Theo. Buckwalter.
COLLEGEVILLE, ^P A .
|}R . B. F. PLACE,
slate and slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All Phelps, of the Connecticut Station, and
June8-ly.
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a now Professor Caldwell, of the New
large let of greystone flagging.
York Station, follow in making the
D E N T I S T I 1
same
statement. Eight or ten years
P. KOONS,
311 DeKALB STREET, N o b b isto w n , P a.
ago I gave a detailed account of the
Branch Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Tuesday
of various foods in this direc
of every week. Gas administered.
P ra c tica l S la ter I I effects
—AND—
tion, observed through a whole year’s
R
A
H
N
S
S
T
A
T
IO
N
Pa.
experimental feeding, which has been
Cheapest Dentist in Norristown.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag reprinted iu the American Dairyman's
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima Manual, and which shows how various
tes, and prices.
PROPRIETORS.
Eyes Examanined and Classes
foods, rich in oil, tend to increase the
209 Sw e d e St r e e t , First house
1:
below Main St.
proportionate quantity of the butter in
Correctly Fitted*
F R E S H ----W. E. Johnson, Proprietor. NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.) T IG E R HOTEL,
milk,
and how they also affect the qual
4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia.
J. D. S A L L A D E ,
ity. This last effect has been recently
B R E A D ,
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide
— A FU LL L IN E OF ALL K IN D S OF—
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
noted
by
the
chemist
of
the
agricul
G raduate O ptician,
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from best accommodations for man and beast. The
ROLLS,
bar always supplied with the best liquors and tural department at Washington, and
$5 to $10. English and German spoken.
cigars.
Rates,
$1.50
per
day,
and
from
$4.50
to
—&c., <fcc.,—
apl8
16
E.
M
A
IN
S
T
R
E
E
T
,
$6.00 per week.
reported in a bulletin, and this is ex
Including blankets, lap covers, whips, fly nets
Ac. A full stock of collars always on handv
N O R R IST O W N , PA.
3. W. PLACE Proprietor.
ceedingly noteworthy as showing the
E V E R Y M ORNING
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured PD WARD E. LONG,
J ohn Gu n t h e b , Clerk.
importance of choosing those foods
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
5aply
will receive prompt attention.
27janyl
whose fat will not deteriorate the qual
IC E
C R E A M
!
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
ity of the butter.
gUNDAY PAPERS.
H A R T M IF T
H O U S E , Ï 0 R R I S T 0 W I , P A . Different flavors, during the Season.
TRAPPE
This point may be worthy of some
No. 415 SWEDE STREET, OPPOSITE THE
%
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
W M . C. BLACKBURN.
Proprietor.
COURT HOUSE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Parties, Pic-Nlcs and weddings supplied at
For some years past
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along explanation.
short notice, on reasonable terms.
the line-of Collegevilie, Freeland and Trappe, physicians have known that fats in
t/1
bJ
every Sunday morning,
td €T
Q TYSON KRATZ,
>
►i
G )
food or in medicinal preparations, when
A FU LL STOCK OF
W
pi
pq
HENRY YOST,
THE COLLEGEVILLE
taken into the stomach, are not di
PL
Attorney - at - Law,
News Agent,
Collegevilie,
M*
gested, but are mixed with the diges
CO
u
M
811 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
»-*
tive fluids in the form of an emulsion,
O
p
— AND—
K ?“ Philadelphia business also attended to.
JO SEPH STO N E,
Ö
precisely in a similar manner to the
tí
H o r s e G o o d s Resid en ce : Lower Providence Township.
p*
CO
mixture of the fat globules in cream,
A Full Line o f
12aply
C
A
R
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E
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E
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R
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•ncT
Always on hand.
and
that
this
emulsion
is
absorbed
f-4
COLLEGEVILLE MOTEL,
P»
Fresh and Smoked
ci
&
without change by the villi of the in
New Harness of every description made to or ^U G U ST U S W. BOMBERGER,
o
fX,
(Formerly
Beard
House.)
der of the best material promptly. Good stock
testines, which are very fine tabes, set
n
ilMeals always on
hJ
and good workmanship guaranteed. No matter
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired.
o
what you may want in the line of harness or
ATTO RNEY-AT-LAW , Satisfaction
guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for so closely together as to leave the ap
hand.
horse goods In general, I can furnish you with
sale at reasonable prices.
CO
O
pearance of the pile of velvet, and
the same at right prices. Light and heavy Col Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 608 and
ts
o
ta
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
lars, Whips, Blankets, Horse Covers, Ply Nets
CD
whose office is to absorb the nutriment
Ö
Hams, Shoulders and Dried Beef by .the piece or
Ac., Ac.
ta
Room 23. Take the Elevator. Practices also in
and
pass
it
into
the
thoracic
duct,
the
Montgomery county. Norristown Address, 507
chipped, and. Bologna.
Dec.l7,lyr,
R epairing o f W hatever Description West Main Street.
laige vessel which is found passing
Give me a call.
Promptly and neatly done, Favor me with your
along the spinal column and close to
orders.
J. WESLEY B0TWALS.
^ D. FETTERO LF,
it, and which conveys the nutriment
W. R. Wersler,
directly into the blood, so that the
S H flT T ’S
OONSUMPTIOI
2maly
TRAPPE, PA.
Justice of the Peace
minute globules of fat in the food thus
OUU 1 1 C SOfiOFULA
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
pass directly into the blood, by which
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—
CHAS. H. DETWILER,
they are distributed to tbe various
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent,
Dealers in
P IIR E Q
golds
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
parts of the body, and of course to the
U a lfiiE O
Wasting Diseases
minute glands of which tbe milk is White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
W o n d e rfu l Flesh Producer
FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
OHN S. HUNSICKER,
formed. And when this glandular sub
Many have gained one pound
Graduate Ontario Veterinary College.
TO MAKE ROOM
stance is broken down to form the
Honorary member Ontario Vet. Med. Associa’n.
per day by its use.
L
U
M
B
E
R
,
Justice of the Peace,
milk, these same particles of fat are let
Scott’s Emulsion is not a se
Various grades, dressed and'undressed.
cret remedy. It contains the
RAHN STATION, PA.
loose and escape into the milk and
stimulating
properties
of
the
form
tbe
bntter.
I^"Conveyancer and General Business Agent
Visits Collegevilie, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues
Hypophosphites and pure Nor
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
Thus tracing the fat in the food in
Our
Own
Make
and
Western,
E
x
able.
27janweek. Thankful to the public for past favors he
wegian Cod Liver Oil, the po
cellent Grade.
which it exists in the form of minute PIC K ETS, CEDAR AND CH ESTN U T
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
tency of both being largely
paid
for calves.
drops or globules in the cells which
increased. It is used by Phy
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
RAILS.
make up the tissue of plants or grains
sicians all over the world.
WM. J. THOMPSON,
(% mile north of Trappe.)
we can follow it directly into the milk L e h i g h and S c h u y l k i l l
PA LA TA B LE AS M IL K .
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.
Sold by a ll Druggists,
without change ; and thus are able to
Surveyor and Conveyancer B00TT & B0WNE, Chemists, H. Y.
—AND—
account for the effects on the milk of
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
the various kinds of foods given.
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-0m. P. O. Address: Grater’s Ford.
The knowledge is of fundamental im
5 3 8
F o u r th S t.,
below Green P
,
------- M ANUFACTURERS OF------Regular registered Physician and Sur
portance to the butterroaker, and the
geon, Graduate of tbe best Coljeges.
^ C. POLEY,
The acknowledged most successful
whole subject is worthy of the most
OUR O W N M AK E.
specialist for speedy, safely and per
m a n e n tly earing.
careful study. I t relates, too, to the
¡S
p e c ia l D is e a s e s ,
Carpenter and Builder,
STEAM H EA TIN G APPA RATUSES, GENERAL
bof both sexes, by an e n t i r e l y n e w
varying ability of the cows to extract
J
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s
oovery. BLOOD P 0 I8 0 N
FOUNDRY
AND
M
ACHINE
W
OBK.
TRAPPE, PA.
w _ " discharges etc., obstinate hard or soft
- - CO AL.
the fats from the food, for cows vary C O A L .
nleers,
skin
eruptions,
blotches,
pimples, swellings, inflamSpecial
attention
to
Jobbing
Work,
Steam
En
Estimates cheerfully furnished aDd contracts
Dentistry a Specialty.
taken for all kinds of Carpenter work.
8maly gines, Boilers, Heating Factories, Houses and very much in this respect, and some
mouth, throat, nose, early decay, debility,' loss of mental and
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ful errors. Cure is positive and lasting relief at once. Fresh
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Specially prepared to Turning and Refacing New can healthfully dispose of twice or
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ished on application. Lowest prices and satis some, as in the case of the Jersey cow,
2 cents stamp for book ‘‘ TRUTH” and sworn testimonials,
Diseases of all domestrcated animals treated.
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faction guaranteed. Give us a call. Address, Princess the Second, may be able to
exposing quacks and advise to all sufferers and those con
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until 8 a. m. ]
iron Bridge, Pa.
ability, and is thus to be inherited and Paint,—a cheap durable paint forv barns and
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fencing.
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Perkiomen Chief was sired by Black Cloud,
Veterinary Surgeon,
record, 2:32 ; by Sorrel Dave, he by old George signifies—by feeding and training.
&c. Ladie8, Bang Cutting a Specialty.
M.
Patchen, got by Cassius M. Clay ; the dam
COLLEGEVILLE, PA., on the south side of
of Black Cloud was a blooded black Bashaw Thus, it may not be right to think or
The best establishment in town.
I have about Sixty Bushels of first-class Clover
Perkiomen Bridge. Strict and careful attention
mare.
Seed to sell now at $3.95 per bushel. Send in your
given to all cases entrusted to my care.
4-10 ^ ■ P a r l o r O p p o s i t e J ? o s t O f f ic e .
The dam of Perkiomen Chief was sired by speak of such cows as phenomenal any order now and seed will be reserved until you are
UNDOUBTEDLY
JL-i.
Ralph’s Mambrino Pilot, record 2:27)4, raised in more than we should call the extra ready fo r it.
CHAS. H. SHUCK.
Kentucky, by Mambrino Chief; he by Mambrino
GEO. W . SHUCK.
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Paymaster, by Mambrino son of Imported Mess ordinary young horses Axtell or Sunol
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manufacturers’ figures I If you
free. Goods sent bv mail to all parts of the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. ( next door to th e general appearance and build give ample evi tic animals, and every one of the
United States.
BECK’S HAIR STORE,
Ladies and Gents’ H air Dressing Parlors. Naturat
want to buy a
I n d e pe n d en t Of f ic e .)
dence of fine breeding. He has the bone, the
Curly Bangs, and Manufacturer of Ladies1 Hair
Bet. Arch & Filbert.
36 N. 8th St., Philad’a.
— AND T H E —
Goods in general. Mail Orders promptly attended to.
muscle, the sinew, and the nerve of a great numerous examples of this successful
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For
a
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easy
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a
fashionable
1 3 T H S T .. A B . C H E 8 T N U T . P H I L A D E L P H I A .
Solid x Oak x Bedroom x Suite I
hair cut give us a call. Ladies’ bang cutting horse. In addition to this he has an open, exercise of man’s dominion over crea
specially attended to. We feel confident that easy striding gait,—the movements of a trotter.
we can please the most particular and best judges His extraordinary speed qualities are as yet un tion should be an incentive to exertions
Antique or plain, 6 p*eces, you can get it at
ELITE TOILET COMPANIES
T R A D E M A R K S, in
any style desired. Children’s hair cutting developed, yet he can show close to a 3-minute in the same way by every intelligent
COMPLEXION SOAP FOR THE SKIN.
Blanchford’s for $25.
now. E” t aside from speed. Those who
I3 1 P At Lowest Prices.
CO PYRIG H TS, do. carefully attended to. Razors put in order at gait
Is
made
from the purest Olive O il; and tbe
procured in United States and Foreign Coun short notice. Hoping to receive a share of the may not care to rear trotters will find in Perki dairyman in the improvement of his
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Imitation Suites as low as $16*
manufacture, to preserve its purity. The
the first class coach, farm, ard road horse. If herd, and in his pursuit of success and
in person or by mail free of charge. Send or lOap
product is one which we have no hesitancy' in
SHUCK BROS., Collegevilie, Pa.
Perkiomen Chief would show no signs of great
call for circular. 25 years experience. Branch
Parlor
Furniture,
latest
styles,
to
suit
all
tastes,
guaranteeing, the best toilet soap ever produced.
speed, he would nevertheless be just the Stallion profit in his business.—American Agri
office, W a s h in g t o n , D. C. JOHN A. WIEDERPrice 10 cents - b.ir, 8 bars in a box for 25 cents.
Fish and Natural Guano, and Rose
at the lowest figures.
to sire roadsters, coachers, and fine farm horses, culturist.
SBEIM, -917-919 Chestnut St., Phila. 2janly
ELITE TOILLT COMPANY 1025 Arch St. Phila.
T M. ZIMMERMAN,
for he has the size,the range,the style,the proper
Bone Phosphate, from Baltimore.
Always in stock at Blanchford’s a COMPLETE P. S.—Manufacturers of Dr. R. F. Young’s New
shape, and Just the right kind of action. Then
and Wonderful toilet preparations.
Every farmer should raise pigs and
again, his disposition is all that could be de
VARIETY of all kinds and grades of f urniture
Near Collegevilie, Pa.,
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for
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in
any
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of life and grit. Farmers and horsemen, Perki cure bis own bacon. There is no meat
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Springs, Bedding, Comforts, Feathers, Bolsters,
omen Chief surely deserves your considerate at equal to that produced at home. You
—Thousands have been permanently cured by —
— AND TO B E SOLD A T pillows, &c., &c.
tention. For terms and other particulars apply
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to
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Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
JOHN H. LONGACRE,
V e g e ta b le s In S e a s o n .
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ing,”
which
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point
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ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEES.
or loss of time from business. Cases pronounced In
Half Owner and Manager,
curable by others wanted.
Sena for Circular.
Pure milk delivered every morning to resi Areola P. O. Near Upper Providence Square. of home-raised meat, as oDly healthy,
Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
— AND—
dents of Collegevilie and vicinity. Butter and
Favor me with a call.
C U R E G U A R A N TEED . ofl&dS S S S > «.
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
thrifty stock will be used for home
cheese delivered Wednesday and Saturday morn
hence can transact patent business in less time
ings13sep3m
supply.
F. P. FABIN6ER,
YERMES, PA.
and at less cost than those remote ,from Wash
gC R A P IRON !
3ap6m
Fruit trees, pear trees particularly,
A T PHILADELPHIA PRICES.
ington.
AGGIE MACGREGOR,
or M 8T or FAILING MANHOOD:
VIGOR“ ?FGeneral
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
should grow rapid when young, and
All kinds of repairing and upholstering done
and NERVOUS DEBILITY;
Cash prices paid for Scrap Cast Iron, deliv
Weakness of Body and Hind, Effect*
ered at the foundry : Machine cast, 50c. per 100 ;
tion. We advise if potentable or not, free o f
promptly at reasonable prices.
M RS. S. L. PUGH.
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not
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in
order
to
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size
stove and plow cast, 25c. per 100 ; wrought
■«■»», s«bi. . a» h#J o^
Furniture delivered free in first-class charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
and bear heavy crops through long
scrap,45c. per 100.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.,
Strengthen WEAK, UNDEVELOPED ORGANS A FARTS OF BODY.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
TRAPPE, PA.,
Absolutely u falling HOME TREATMENT—Banalità la a day.
order. Carpets sewed and put down if desired. ences to actual clients in yonr State, county, or
ROBERTS MACHINE WORK8,
lives. Early bearing dwarfs and weak
Will take work at home or can be engaged by
■ an testify from 5 0 State* and Fareign Countries. Write th e a .
Attends
to
laying
out
the
dead,
shroud-making
Descriptive Beek« explanation and proofs mailed (sealed) free.
Collegevilie, Pa. the week211e>
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
ens,
&c.
w n i ama Medical co., buffalo^n . *
T R A P P E , PA,

PHOENIXVII.I.B P. O., Pa. Residence: Near
Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic Black
Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement
Hall.
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly

THE NEW MODEL LEVEL TREAD HORSE FOWER ILL KINDS OF MIDDLE WORK

M M , Upper FroTitace Spare.

Homeopathic Physician,

The Roberts Machine Company,

J.

t

SPECTACLES

Eye-Glasses.

N. S. Bowman, D. D. S„ « a

The Hunsicker Company,

HORSE!GOODS

Harness Store !
HARNESS

Meat & Provision Store

A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.
Gristock & Vanderslice,

C O LLEG EV ILLE

Wm. J. THOMPSOI,

EMULSION gBS™

Veterinary Surgeon <fc Dentist

B EEFVEAL =
= M U T T 0 N ,=

J

W H EATB R AN

H E E B N É R & SONS

&

DR. THEEL

RYE FEED !

h il a d e l p h ia

Agricultural Implements !

CORN BRAN.

FLOUR,

fteat and Rye Iaaiei at all Times.

a

S ta ll, Hair Cittiii, Siianpoii

Look Here, Farmers !

SPECIAL BARGAINS:
C O LLEG EV ILLE

MILL FEED !

BEST ROLLER FLOUR

ATENTS,

P

HÜM M ES

II

Also, Trinlej’s Hill Graie Fertilizers.

SE

P A T E N TS

Hill, Blitter, Cottaie Cleese, He.

The Very Lowest Figures !

FORM EN

M

ONLY!

BRUSSELS - CAEPET

W. H. Blanchford.

14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.

